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ABSTRACT 

In this work two studies of anomalously large oxygen kinetic isotope effects are 

described, one of which is mass dependent and the other of which is mass independent. 

Mass independent isotopic enrichment of ^^0 and ^^0 has been observed mass 

spectrometrically in OJ ions produced by termolecular association reactions of O^ and O2, 

where the OJ was generated by electron ionization. The enhancement is strongly 

dependent on the energy of the ionizing electrons, decreasing from a near ten-fold 

enhancement at threshold for OJ production to no enhancement above 40 eV. Additionally, 

05 generated near threshold were found to be significantly less efficient in producing OJ 

than 05 ions generated at higher energies. A permutation inversion symmetry analysis of 

the termolecular association reaction suggests that the results can be understood in terms of 

a symmetry restriction on the OJ (?^g) rotational states which can efficiently access the 

electronic ground state of OJ upon colUsions with O -̂ The restriction is rooted in the Pauli 

principle and vanishes when the OJ ion is isotopicaUy heteronuclear. 

In a second study, a new metastable valence state of O2 was observed following the 

charge exchange of fast beams of OJ with alkali metals. Coupling of the experimental 

results with ab inîio calculations provides strong arguments for the identification of the 

species as the previously unknown 1 lA^ valence state which adiabatically dissociates to 

20(lD). The primary relaxation pathway is found to be a spin-orbit predissociation by the 

repulsive 23AU state for which an Hso = 9 (±1) cm-l matrix element is determined. Due to 

accidentally small Franck-Condon factors, the v = 2 level of the 1 ̂ Â  state is very long 

lived and shows extraordinarily large isotope effects with the lifetimes for v = 2 being 0.1, 

1.8, and 0.5 |is for 32,34,36o2 respectively. The other low vibrational levels of the 1 Âu 

state are predicted to have lifetimes of -5-10 ns, suggesting that high quality spectra of 

these states should be obtainable and that reactions of this new state of O2 are possible. 
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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of isotope effects on chemical processes has been used for many years to 

increase the understanding of the details of chemical systems. Isotope effects can also 

provide controlled tests of the chemist's understanding of molecular processes. Although 

the D/H substitution has been used most extensively, heavy atom substitution can also 

provide very useful information. As measurement capabilities improve, the study of 

isotope effects wiU continue to gain importance as a tool for understanding the molecular 

world. 

1.1 Mass Dependent Isotope Effects 

Nearly aU kinetic isotope effects are the direct result of a difference in the isotopic 

mass,l owing to the appearance of mass in the Schrôdinger equation. For atomic species a 

change in the nuclear mass causes sUght differences in the electronic energy levels, which 

are caused by the change in reduced mass of the relative electron-nuclear motion. In the 

non-relativistic Bom-Oppenheimer approximation, a change of isotope (and hence, nuclear 

mass) affects only the nuclear part of the Hamiltonian. This causes shifts in the rotational, 

vibrational, and translational eigenfunctions. These wave-function and energy-level 

differences affect a variety of observable properties including kinetic rate constants, spectral 

transitions, and chemical equiUbria. The changes in these properties are predictable and 

vary in a specific way with the change in mass. 

Additionally, mass effects play an important role in the classical Kinetic Theory of 

Gases.2 Kinetic energy is directly proportional to mass, and the Boltzmann distribution of 

energy is also affected by a change in mass. Effusion rates of gases, mean free paths. 



coUision frequency, and coUision rates are all affected by a change of isotope. Thus, an 

isotopic substitution has predictable mass related effects in this theory as well. 

A third type of mass-dependent isotope effect is caused by sUght changes in the 

deBrogUe wavelength^ caused by isotopic substitution. Changes in the deBroglie 

wavelength cause changes in interference effects observed when wave-functions from 

different electronic states overlap and affect both the lifetimes and relaxation pathways of 

metastable species. These interference effects are most pronounced when the overlaps are 

nearly zero. Preuss and Baumgartner^ used isotopic substitution to investigate 

perturbations in the spectroscopy of the A ^SJ state of LÍ2 in order to explain the apparently 

anomalous lifetmies of some of the vibrational levels of that state. 

In Chapter V a study is described in which deBroglie wavelength interference 

effects are the key to understanding the data. The effects are the result of minute changes in 

the wave-functions that describe the molecular species, a newly identified high energy 

metastable valence state of O2. These wave-function changes cause drastic differences in 

the Ufetime and relaxation pathway of the three isotopic species studied. 

1.2 Mass Independent Isotope Effects 

While mass dependent isotope effects are the most common types of isotope 

effects, there are instances of isotope effects that are not the result of the change in mass. A 

dramatic example of this is found in magnetic isotope effects.4 This type of isotope effect 

can be seen most read y in reactions that cause a change in electronic spin state. The 

simplest example is a radical pair in which the spins may aUgn to give either a singlet or a 

triplet combination. Singlet-triplet interconversions are induced by the difference in the 

Zeeman energies of the electrons and by the hyperfine electron-nuclear interaction. 

Through hyperfme coupling, the nuclear spin can influence the probabUity of 



recombination, since only the singlet species of the radical pair can undergo the 

recombination reaction. This magnetic isotope effect can be quite large, and is affected by 

an extemal magnetic field. 

An example of a unimolecular mass independent isotope effect was seen by 

Valentini^ in the UV photodissociation of O3. In this study he observed that the 

photodissociation led to equal enrichment of l'̂ O and ^^o in the O^O^'g) photofragment 

and equal depletion of the heavy isotopes in the 02(̂ Ag) photofragment. This unusual 

effect was explained as a consequence of a curve crossing between 02(̂ Ag) + O(lD) and 

02(^2g) + 0(3p) in the exit channel. The selection mles associated with the parity of the 

O2 rotational wave-functions aUow only the odd-J rotational states of the homonuclear 32^2 

(̂ Ag) to cross to the (̂ Zg) state, whereas for the heteronuclear 330^ and ^O^ the Âg to 

(̂ Zg) crossing is aUowed for both even- and odd-J rotational states. 

There are cases in cosmochemistry where isotope effects do not foUow the 

predicted variation with mass, and are thus assumed to be caused by non-chemical, or 

nuclear, phenomena. There is one important feature of isotope effects that has been 

exploited by cosmochemists to discriminate between chemical fractionation and nuclear 

processes for elements that have three or more stable isotopes: most isotope effects are 

small and are Unearly proportional to the relative mass differences of the isotopic species,̂  

Am/m. Given this, a process that causes a 1% change in the '̂̂ O/̂ ^O ratio would produce 

a 2% change in the I80/I60 ratio. This principle was by Halston and Thode^ to show that 

variations in the sulfur composition of meteorites were caused entirely by fractionation 

processes. However, when Clayton and co-workers^ performed detaUed oxygen isotopic 

analysis of some carbonaceous meteorite samples, they found that the heavy isotopes of 

oxygen, ^^0 and ^^0, were strongly depleted and that the relative abundances of l^O/^^ 

and 1^0/160 varied identically with a slope of one, indicating that the usual isotope effect 



with a slope of -0.5, was not present. This was ascribed to nucleosynthesis of pure ^^0 

carried by intersteUar grains. This absence of the expected isotope effect provided evidence 

for the theory that the solar system was formed by a supemova explosion. 

Additionally, Heidenreich and Thiemens^ showed that equal enrichment of ^^0 and 

^'^O occurred in the formation of O3 in an electric discharge. Mass-independent 

enrichments of the heavy isotopes of oxygen in ozone were also observed by balloon bome 

mass spectrometry studies by Mauersburger.lO The mechanism that produces the mass-

independent isotope effects in ozone formation is unknown. Attempts were made to 

explain the enhancement by incomplete energy randomizationll in O3* prior to stabiUzation 

in the termolecular formation process and by nonadiatbatic effects^^ involving states of 

ozone correlating with ^Z" and Âg states of O2. It appears likely, however, that symmetry 

plays an important role in these isotope effects. 

In Chapter FV of this work, the experimental observation of a type of isotope effect 

that depends upon symmetry is described. It involves the equal enrichment of the heavy 

isotopes of oxygen in the formation of the O4 cluster ion. 
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CHAPTERII 

DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENT 

2.1 Apparatus 

The neutraUzed ion beam mass spectrometer used in these studies was designed and 

built at the University of Notre Dame. A general schematic of the apparatus is shown in 

Figure 2.1. More detaUed schematics wiU foUow discussions of particular experiments. 

The spectrometer can be used as a regular mass spectrometer or as a neutraUzed ion beam 

mass spectrometer by removing or inserting the neutraUzation chamber. 

The gas inlet system consists of a pressure gauge and two 1/4" copper inlet lines 

soldered to a brass block. Also attached to this block is a source entrance port and a 

pumping port. The inlet pressure of the sample gas is regulated by Nupro needling valves. 

lons are formed by chemical ionization in a high pressure (up to 2 Torr) variable 

temperature ion source. The source consists of a cyUnder of length 4 cm and diameter 2 cm 

mounted onto a hoUow cyUndrical cooling jacket that is packed with copper tumings to 

insure thermaUzation of sample gases by wall contact. The ion source may be cooled to 

-160 °C by circulating Uquid nitrogen through the cooUng jacket via 1/4" stainless steel inlet 

and oudet tubes. The tubes are electricaUy insulated using Ceramaseal connectors. The 

source temperature is monitored with a copper-constantan thermocouple gauge and an 

Omega meter. Whether the ions completely thermaUze to the source temperature is an open 

question, and a wide variety of electronic states may be formed in the source. However, it 

is clear that cooling the source or increasing source pressure decreases the intemal energy 

distribution of the ions. 

A partíal schematic of the ion source is shown in Figure 2.2. The ionizing electrons 

are produced from a hot Rhenium filament mounted on a Macor block located extemal to 
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the source with total electron emission current regulated by a NucUde emission regulator. 

The electrons enter the source through a 0.20 x 0.010 in slit. The ionizing energy (Ee) is 

taken to be the nominal voltage difference between the filament and the source, and a range 

of Ee (12 eV < Ee < 100 eV) can be used. lons are accelerated to 5 keV through a 0.10 x 

0.010 in sUt. Three stainless steel plates of 7 cm diameter are held in place by three 1/4" 

Macor rods. One plate is at the source acceleration potential, whUe the other two are 

drawout and ground plates. The voltage on the drawout plate is varied from 5-10 keV to 

optimize beam focusing. The entire source rests on a Macor base and the gas handUng 

system is floated at the same potential as the source. SpeUman high voltage DC power 

suppUes are used to regulate the acceleration and drawout potentials. Mounted on the end 

of the ion source are a pair of stainless steel electrostatic plates that are used to steer the 

beam into the magnet to obtain maximum signal. The voltage on these steering plates 

varies from 50-300 volts. The voltage on these plates was regulated by a HeathKit model 

IP-32 power supply. 

The vacuum system consists of three 6 inch Varian diffusion pumps backed by 

three Sergeant Welch model 1397 mechanical piunps. The diffusion pumps are separated 

from the apparatus by gate valves, aUowing the entire apparatus to be vented and 

mechanically pumped while the diffusion pumps are mnning so that experimental 

modifications are made easily. Overall apparatus pressure is measured at three points: near 

the source, near the neutraUzation chamber, and near the detector. Pressure measurements 

are made by Bayerd-Alpert type Varian ionization gauges, in addition to thermocouple 

gauges above the gate valves and in the mechanical pump Unes. Typical mnning pressures 

(with approximately 1 Torr of inlet pressure) are 5 x 10-6 Torr around the source, and 1 x 

10 '^ Torr in the neutraUzation and detector areas. 

11 



The ions of interest are mass selected with a 70° sector magnet. and the magnetic 

field is measured with a BeU 150 gaussmeter. In the regular mass spectrometer mode the 

molecular ion beam is then focused onto the detector, a GalUeo Channeltron electron 

multiplier mounted on a Unislide translatable stage. A beam profUe is obtained by 

translating the detector normal to the beam axis and recording 1(0) vs 0, where 1(0) is the 

beam intensity as a function of angle off center axis. The detector has an adjustable 

entrance sUt and is translated using a Bodine Series 200 bidirectional control motor. The 

position of the detector is measured using a variable resistor and voltmeter in a Wheatstone 

bridge arrangement. In normal mass spectrometer mode, beam profUes are sharp spUces 

typically with Ømax < O.OT. Beam intensity can also be determined by using the 

channeltron m single ion counting mode. 

2.2 Neutralization Experiments 

For neutraUzation experiments, a neutraUzation chamber is placed after the magnet 

exit This chamber is essentiaUy a smaU oven, which can be heated radiatively to contain 

between 1 and 10 mTorr of metal vapor. The oven temperature is set using a variable 

transformer that controls the voltage appUed to Nichrome heating coils surrounding a 25 

mm long stainless steel chamber. The chamber has a well at the bottom to hold Na and K 

Uquid metal. Other metals can be used as the neutraUzation target, but they were not 

utUized in these studies. Attached to the oven are stainless steel plates with 0.2 mm 

entrance and 1 mm exit sUts. Target metal densities were calculated from the oven 

temperature as measured by a chromel-alumel thermocouple referenced to 0 "C and 

available thermochemical data. '̂̂  xhe Nichrome heating coils and the neutralization 

chamber are surrounded by a tantalum shield to reduce the amount of metal depositing 

outside the oven area. Typically 10-50% of the ions that pass through the 1-10 mTorr of 

12 



metal vapor are neutraUzed by electron transfer. As the ions and neutrals exit the chamber, 

ions are removed from the beam by a pair of electrostatic plates, allowing only neutral 

species to continue towards the detector, which can be placed 46.4, 79.3, or 99.7 cm from 

the center of the neutralization chamber. The detection of neutral species is possible owing 

to the high velocity of the neutral beam, which aUows neutral molecules or atoms to hit the 

detector surface with enough force to eject an electron and begin the multipUcation cascade. 

A neutral beam profile is obtained by translating the detector normal to the beam and 

recording 1(0) vs 0. This experimental arrangement (denoted "single-sUt experiment) is 

shown in Figure 2.3a. 

When an undissociated species is detected, a second type of experiment can be 

performed to further characterize the species. This experiment involves placing a second 

sUt a short distance beyond the neutralization chamber (referred to as the "double-sUt 

experiment"). This arrangement, shown in Figure 2.3b, allows investigation of the 

dissociation fragments of a metastable species by discriminating against the off-axis signal 

from the products of rapidly dissociating states in favor of the products of longer lived 

ones. In these experiments, the channeltron is used in single ion counting mode, and the 

data are recorded as a histogram of signal versus detector position. 

13 
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Figure 2.3 The neutraUzed ion beam apparatus. (a) the "smgle sUt" configuration 
and (b) the "double sUt" configuration. 
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CHAPTER m í 

ESTIMATING THE EFFECTIVE lON SOURCE 

RESIDENCE TIME 

3.1 Introduction 

For over twenty years chemical ionization (CI) sources have been used in mass 

spectrometers. ̂  In CI mass spectrometry, the ionization of the "unknown" material is 

produced by reactions with an ionized reagent gas. The spectra produced using a CI source 

are characteristic of the particular reagent gas used and are generaUy quite different from 

electron ionization (EI) spectra. The extent of chemical ionization depends on the amount 

of tUne that the sample and reagent gases spend in the ionization source. This residence 

tUne, tr, while of experimental interest, is often an unknown quantity and is dependent on 

the pressure inside the ionization source (Pso)- Ui this chapter a sUnple method for 

estimating an effective ion source residence time as a function of inlet pressure (Pin) is 

developed. The effective ion source residence time, r, is defined as the apparent time 

available for source ions to undergo reactions if Pso is taken to be equal to Pin. Because the 

Pin and Pso can be very different from one another, tr and Xr can also differ considerably. 

However, under the usual pseudo-first order conditions of a CI source, knowing Xr and Pin 

is suffîcient to predict the extent of the ion-molecule reactions in the source. 

tey permission of Elsevier Science, Inc. from "A Simple Method for Estimating Effective 

lon Source Residence Time," by K. S. Griffith and Gregory I. GeUene. Joumal ofthe 

American Society for Mass Spectrometry, Vol. No. 4, pp. 787-791. Copyright 1993 by 

the American Society for Mass Spectrometry. 
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3.2 Experimental 

Shown in Figure 2.2 is the ion source used. lons are produced initially by EI of the 

inlet gas. lonizing electrons are produced from a hot Re fUament located extemal to tiie ion 

source with total emission current regulated. The ionizing energy (Ee) was taken to be the 

nominal voltage between the filament and the source, and Ee for this investigation was kept 

constant at 80 eV. lons exiting the source are accelerated to 5 keV, magnetically mass 

resolved, and detected by a channeltron electron multipUer. Various Oa/Ar mixtures were 

used, and Pin ranged from 0.32 - 1.60 Torr, as measured by a capacitance manometer. AU 

experiments were done at 300 K. 

3.3 lon-Molecule Reaction System 

The OJ intemal state distribution produced by electron ionization with Ee = 80 eV 

initially consists of ions in the X^Ilg, a^I u, A^Ilg, b^S" and dissociative B^S" states.^-^ 

The Ufetimes of the A^Ilg and b^Z" states are sufficientiy short '̂̂  as to assume the O^ 

ions participating in the ion-molecule reactions consist of only X^IIg and metastable a^I u 

state ions (OJ and O *̂ respectively). WhUe it is possible that a variety of excited Ar^ 

states are produced in the initial ionization step, none of these excited states should Uve 

long enough to be considered in the reaction system, as the doublet and quartet terms are 

weU connected by observed intersyslem combinations.^'^ AdditionaUy, O"*" ions wiU also 

be present in the source in both ground (^Ssa, O"'") and excited (̂ Dj and ^Pj, O"'"*) states. 

0+ and O"*"* reactions witii Ar are sufficientiy slow as to be neglected.^^ Thus tiiere are 

five relevant ion-molecule reactions for the O^/Ar kinetic system^^^^; 

O^* + Ar ^ 02 + Ar+ ki = 5.0 x 10"10 cm^s'l (3.1) 

Oo + Ar̂ - ^ Oí + Ar k^ = 6.3 x lO-H cmVl (3.2) 

18 



O^* + 02 -> O^ + 02 k3 = 3.1 X 10"10 cmV^ (3.3) 

0+ + 0 2 - ^ 0 + 0 j k4=1.6xlO"l lcmVl (3.4) 

0+* + 02 ^ O + O^ k5 = 8.1 X 10"10 cmVl. (3.5) 

Because [neutrals]»[ions] under the present experimental conditions, tíie time evolution of 

tiie kmetic system is well described by the coupled first-order linear differential equations: 

^ = k2[Ar̂ -] + k3[0^2*l + ki[0'"l "̂  k5[0+*] (3.6) 

— ^ =-ki[0^2]-k3[0^*] (3.7) 

^ =ki[0^;i-ki[Ar-] (3.8) 

^ =-k4[0^] (3.9) 

* i 

^ =-k5[æ*] (3.10) 

where k'i = ki[Ar], k^ = k^^O^], k^ = k^íO^], k^ = k^^O^], and k^ = k^^O^]. Integration 

of equations (3.6)-(3.10) leads to: 

[0^] = [05]o - [Ar̂ -]o(e-k2t - 1) - [0+]o(e-k4t - 1) - [0+*]o(e-^5t - l) + 

rrr^*i ( ^i ^'^^^ (k'ik^ + kglk^-kj-kg}) e-Í^Wkslt x 
t ^ 2 ] o V | k i . k l . k ^ } - {k'i+k3}{k2-k'i-k3} ^^^ ^^'^^^ 

[O^*] =[0^*]oe-{ki+k^}t (3.12) 

[O^2*]oki{e-{k'i + k^}t.e-k2t} 
[ ^ l {k ̂ - k l - k ^ } [Ar^]oe-^2t (3.13) 

[O-̂ ] =[0+]oe-k4t (3.14) 
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[O-̂ *] =[0-^*]oe-k5t. (3.15) 

In equations 3.11-3.15, [ ]o are the initial ion concentrations given by: 

[05]o = S{l-a}oo2[02] (3.16) 

[O^*]o = Saoo2[02] (3.17) 

[Ar+]o = S OAríAr] (3.18) 

[0+]o = S{l-p}Oo[02] (3.19) 

[0+*]o = SpOo[02] (3.20) 

where ois the 80 eV cross section for ionization (1.57 x 10"16 cm^, 2.5 x 10-16 cm^ and 

0.8 X 10-16 cm2 for O2, Ar and O from O2, respectivelyl3-l5)^ a is tiie fraction of Ot ions 

initiaUy produced in the excited state at 80 eV (a=0.33l6), p is the fraction of 0+ ions 

initiaUy produced in tiie excited states at 80 eV (p=0.30l6), and S = [total ions]o/(oo2[02] 

+ <7o[02] + C7Ar[Ar]). In general, determination of S is difficult, and cannot be done 

readUy for this ion source. However, if ion ratios are compared instead of individual ion 

intensities, the results are independent of S. 

lon loss due to diffusion to the walls of the source can be a complex problem in an 

ion-molecule reaction scheme. However, the choice of the O2/A1 system simpUfies this 

consideration. Because Ar'' and OJ ions have nearly identical mobUities in Ar,!^ tiie 

[Ar*"]/[02] ratio is largely unaffected by the diffusion of Ar+ and O^ to tiie waUs. The 

reaction rate of O"*"* with O2 is sufficientiy fast (approximately 80% of the Langevin 

coUision rate), so that under present source conditions diffusional wall loss of O"*"* can be 

ignored. Altematively, the reaction of 0+ with O2 is sufficientiy slow so that it does not 
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react significantiy on the time scale of interest. Thus diffusion effects can be neglected in 

the system. 

In principle, the kinetic scheme could be simplified by operating at Ee < 16 eV 

which would eliminate the need to consider excited ionic states. However, at such low Ee, 

002 and OAr are strong functions of Ee^^-lS causing the relative initial ion concentrations to 

depend on the detaUs of the (unknown) Ee distribution. Thus it was determined to be 

advantageous to operate at 80 eV and consider the kinetics m detaU. 

3.4 The Relationship of Source and Inlet Pressures 

The residence time is dependent on the concentration of aU species in the source 

([i]so)» which is related to the inlet pressure through: 

[i],o = ^ = T 5 Í £ g ^ = y,(P,T)[i]i„ (3.21) 

where Pi,so is the partial pressure of species i inside the source, Pi,in is the partial pressure 

of species i as measured at the inlet, kfi is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute 

temperature, and 7i(P,T) is the proportionaUty function between Pi,so and Pijn- Insight 

into Yi can be obtained by modelUng flow into the source with PoiseuUle's formula for flow 

through a tube and flow out of the source by Graham's law of effusion. In such a model, 

the rate of change in the number of molecules of species i in the source (dNi,so/dt) is given 

byl8: 

(3.22) 
A-M ^ ^ Pi,in(l"Yi) v P • A dNi.so _ TiM,inA 

kfiT 16/Tl V27cmikBT dt 

where r is the radius of the inlet gas tube, / is the length of the inlet gas tube, r| is the 

viscosity of the inlet gas, m̂  is the mass of the species i, and A is the area of the escape 
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apertures on the source. Under steady state conditions dNi.so/dt = 0 so that equation 3.22 

can be solved for ŷ  giving: 

r. = UÃ^(^-)"1 (3.23) 

where only the positive combination is physicaUy meaningful and Pi is given by: 

16A/T1 / kfiT V/2 .. . . . 
P' = ^ ^ \2^J (3-24) 

which is independent of pressure at low pressures. In the lUnit of high and low Pi,in, Yi 

can be approximated by: 

Yi = 1 - ̂  (Pi , in»Pi) (3.25a) 
-^"i.in 

Yi - n ^ (Pi , in«Pi) . (3.25b) 

From equation (3.24) and the parameters of the ion source, PAT ~ 27 Torr and PQ^ = 26 

Torr are calculated indicating that the present experiments were performed under the low 

pressure conditions (Pî in < 2 Torr) where equation (3.25b) is valid and that the gas flow 

characteristics of the source can be reasonably approximated by a single y. It is important 

to note that under the pseudo-first order kinetic conditions of the ion source, this single y is 

also the proportionaUty constant between tr and X^ (i.e., X^ = Ttj). Thus, in the low pressure 

limit it is expected that X^ wUl vary with the square of Pin because y is proportional to Pin 

and tr is proportional to P ô̂ ^ which is taken to be Pin m the determination of Tr. 
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3.5 Results 

The ratio of argon ion concentration to total oxygen ion concentration: 

[Oj^tot [0^2]+ [0?] 

was calculated as a function of time, total pressure and O^/Ar composition using equations 

3.11-3.15. The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 3.1. Since OJ is the 

ultimate product in this ion-molecule kinetic system, [Ar+J/íO^ t̂ot wUl approach zero at 

long times. By comparing the experimentaUy measured Ar^/O^ intensity ratio with the 

calculated ion concentration ratios, X^ for a particular inlet pressure and O^/Ar composition 

was determined (Figure 3.2a). As anticipated, Tr is a quadratic function of pressure (with 

a plot of Tr /Pin vs P\n being Unear (Figure 3.2b)), and because O2 and Ar have similar 

polarizabUities,20 Tr is largely unaffected by the O^/Ar composition. 
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Figure 3.1 Variation of the calculated [Ar+J/íOĴ tot ratio as a function of trnie for 
three different initial Ar/O^ compositions and five different iiUet 
pressures. 
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Figure 3.2 The relationship of effective ion source residence tUne and pressure. 
(a) Effective ion source residence time as a function of mlet pressure 
for three different mitial A1/O2 compositions. (b) The ratio of 
effective ion source residence time to inlet pressure as a function of 
inlet pressure. 
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CHAPTERIVÍ 

SYMMETRY INDUCED KINETICISOTOPE EFFECTS 

IN THE FORMATION OF THE DI-OXYGEN 

DIMER lON 

4.1 Introduction 

Motivated by relevance to intersteUar and upper atmosphere chemistry, termolecular 

association reactions producing O4 have been the subject of experimental and theoretical 

investigations for almost thirty years. In 1963, Curranl investigated the effect of O2 

pressure and ionizing electron energy on the rate of O4 production and found the results to 

be consistent with the two step mechanism: 

02 + e- -^ 02+2e- (4.1a) 

0 2 + 2 0 2 - ^ O4 + O2. (4.1b) 

Surprismgly, the appearance potential of O4 was found to be 16.9±0.1 eV, almost 5 eV 

gieater than that of ground state O2 • On tiie basis of this observation Curran suggested a 

role for the metastable a^riu electronic state of C^ in reaction (4.1b), although no 

consideration was given to the origm of tiie unusual requUement of electronic excitation for 

tíie production of a cluster ion. Unfortunately, no notice of the O4 appearance potential 

seems to have been taken by other workers in subsequent kmetic studies of reaction (4.1b) 

leaving the detaUed nature of tiie apparent electronic energy requUement unknown. 

ÍBy permission of tiie American Institute of Physics from "Symmetry Restrictions in 

Diatom/Diatom Reactions n. Nonmass-dependent Isotope Effects m tiie Formation of OJ," 

by K. S. Griffith and Gregory I. Gellene. Joumal ofChemical Physics, Vol. No. 96, pp. 

4403-4411. Copyright 1992 by the American Institute for Physics. 
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In 1973 Conway and JanUĉ  using high pressure mass spectrometry determmed the 

O2--O2 bond energy to be 0.457±0.005 eV with respect to O^^X^X^ and Oo^X^Hg). 

Subsequent sUnilar studies by Kebarle et aO^^ and a photoionization study^ confirmed tiiis 

resuU. Until recently, this was the only experimental information available for O4. 

However, ESR6 and IR7 spectroscopic data has now been obtained for matrix isolated O4. 

The ESR spectrum provided clear evidence for the quartet nature of the ground state, and 

the IR spectra mdicated that O4 is comprised of equivalent O2 units with tiie analysis of the 

isotopic shifts strongly favoring a planar trans structure (C ĥ) Ui agreement with early 

senU-empirical theoretical predictions.^ This conclusion has been questioned by Peel,̂  

who predicted a rectangular structure (D^h) for O4 on the basis ab initio calculations at the 

UMP3/6-31G* level of approximation. Pee 's results were not conclusive because the 

calculated vibrational frequencies were in poor agreement with the IR spectra. In 1994, 

Lindh and Bamesl^ reported an ab initio calculation that indicated that both the Ĉ h and D̂ h 

structures were equaUy stable. However, they were not able to obtain this result with a 

single, consistent method of theory. Thus the ground state structure of O4 is stUl an open 

question. 

Kebarle et al^^^ also determined the termolecular association rate (kt.ib) over the 

range of 90 - 340K and found an inverse temperature dependence described by k^.ib = 

C T-" witíi n = 3.2. Bôhringer etal.^^ extended tiie kmetic measurements to 51K and 

observed a marked deviation from the T-̂ ^ proportionaUty below 80 K with k .̂ib leveUng 

off and perhaps decreasing at the lowest temperatures investigated. This result prompted 

speculation about the existence of energetic barriers to ion-molecule association 

reactions^^'^^ and incomplete energy randomizationl^ as the origin of the maximum in 

k4 ib as T is decreased. Interestingly, no deviation from the T-" proportionality was 

observed with He as the third body^^ as m: 
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0 2 + 0 2 + He -^ 0 4 + H e . (4.2) 

Rowe et al. 16 furtíier extended the kinetic measurements to 20 K and although only lower 

limits to k4.ib could be measured below 50 K, they found no evidence for a rate maxUnum 

at low temperature. In aU of these kinetic studies, O2 was produced by electron ionization 

(EI) under conditions where the a^Hu state would be readUy produced and thus do not 

address the origin of the electronic energy requúiement identified by Curranl. However, U 

can be noted that the electronic energy of the a'̂ riu state is almost ten tUnes tiie cluster 

binding energy making unlUcely the termolecular association reaction: 

02(a4nu) + 202 -^ O4 + O2. (4.3) 

Very recentiy, Smith et al. l^ have determined k^.ib over the temperature range of 4 

- 20 K using a free jet expansion technique. They found that aU of the avaUable kinetic 

data for reaction 4.1b could be weU described by the expression k^.ib = C T-̂ -Sl 

(4 K < T < 300 K) and confrrmed the conclusions of Rowe et al. ̂ ^ that there was no 

evidence for either a deviation from the inverse temperature rule or an energetic barrier to 

association. The work by Smith et al. differed from the previous kinetic studies in that the 

O2 ion was produced by a resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) scheme 

that is known to produce only electronic ground state ions.l^ Thus tiie results of Smith et 

al. can be compatible with those of Curran only if REMPI and near threshold EI produce 

ion state populations that differ in some critical aspect affectmg the kinetics of reaction 4. Ib 

and this difference is largely preserved in "thermalizing" colUsions of the ions. 
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This question is addressed by reexamining the threshold EI production of O4 

paymg particular attention to tiie production of cluster ions containmg a smgle ^^0 or '^O 

atom from O2 molecules with a natural abundance isotopic distribution (0.037% and 

0.204% respectively). The results confirm tiie apparent enhanced clustering reactivity for 

tiie a^riu ion and most significantiy mdicate a symmetry-mduced kmetic isotope effect for 

l^O and 1^0 that approaches two orders of magnitude near threshold for O2 production 

(-12 eV). The results are interpreted using tiie method outimed by Gellenel^ in terms of a 

Pauli principle based symmetry restriction tiiat aUows only J-S = odd states of ^^Oj (^rig) 

ion to cluster efficiently. A dUect impUcation of tiie present work is that tiireshold EI of 

02(^Xg) has a strong propensity to produce J-S = even ions that are not readily 

interconverted to J-S = odd by collisions with O2 or rare gases. 

4.2 Experimental 

O2 ions were produced by EI of room temperature neat O2 or O^/rare gas (Rg) 

mixtures at an ion source inlet pressure of 0.75 Torr. It is knovm that EI of O2 produces 

vibrationaUy excited X^Ilg ions^^ as weU as vibronicaUy excited metastable â ITu ions. 

The efficiency of the latter process increases with ionizing electron energy and can account 

for as much as 33% of the ions at 80 eV.^l The O2 ions have an effective ion source 

residence time of ~0.3 |J,s in these experiments which aUows for approximately 5-6 

"thermaUzing" coUisions with O2 assimiing a Langevin^^ colUsional cross section. This is 

sufficient to ensure that more than 90% of X^Ilg, v = 1, 2 and a^Ilu excited ions have been 

relaxed to the X^Dg, v = 0 state.^^'^l Because of the efficient colUsional relaxation of the 

a^riu state, termolecular association reactions of O2 ions increasingly involve ions 

originaUy produced in the â FIu state as the electron energy is increased. lons exiting the 
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source were accelerated through 5 keV, magneticaUy mass resolved, and detected by a 

Channeltron electron multiplier operatmg in a smgle ion countiing mode. 

The ionizing electrons were produced from a hot Re fUament located extemal to the 

ion source with total electron emission current regulated. The ionizing energy (Ee) was 

taken to be the nominal voltage difference between the filament and the source. Because 

the experimental emphasis was not on obtaining accurate appearance potential 

measurements, the acmal electron energy distribution was not determined. Nevertheless, 

the distribution could not have been excessively wide because no ion signals could be 

observed above background signals (-0.05 s-1) at Ee below the ionization threshold. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Neat 02 

The intensity ^'^Oz and 6^04 (denoted I32 and l64 respectively) as a function Eg is 

shown m Figure 4.1a. As Eg is increased above the O2 tiireshold, I32 initially mcreases 

substantially faster than does 1̂4 indicating that the sUnple kinetic description: 

d[04]/dt = kib[02]2[(^] (4.4) 

is not valid at low EQ. This is a remarkable result considering that for Ee < 16 eV, no 

electronicaUy excited states of (^ can be produced and the vibrationaUy excited levels of the 

ground electronic state produced are efficiently relaxed to the v = 0 level under our ion 

source conditions.̂ O Further evidence that the ionizmg conditions have a significant effect 

on clustering efficiency is provided by the pronounced mcrease in I64/I32 at Ee = 19-20 eV 

in qualitative agreement with the results of Curran.l As mentioned previously, the 

metastable C^(a^nu) ions produced in the ion source are substantiaUy relaxed to the ground 
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< ã H U i 

Figure 4.1 The intensity of oxygen ion signals as a function of ionizing electron 
energy. (a) Intensity of Oj (1(32)) and Oj (1(64)) ion signal as a 
function of ionizing electron energy. (b) Intensity ratios of 
isotopically substituted O4 ion signals as a function of ionizing 
electron energy. 1(64) corresponds to O4 ions containing four I60 
atoms whereas for 1(65) and 1(66) one 1̂ 0 atom is replaced with an 
l^O and 1̂ 0 respectively. The dashed horizontal Unes represent the 
ratios expected from natural abundance values. 
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state by colUsions with O2. Above Ee = 20 eV, I64/I32 is largely constant and equation 

(4.4) is vaUd. Thus Figure 4.1a indicates that under EI conditions, the rate of reaction 4.1b 

for ions arisUig from relaxation of the â FIu state is significantiy greater than tíiat for 

02(^ng) ions produced directly. 

The intensities of O4 ions containing one 1^0 (1̂ 5) or one 1^0 (I^Ô) relative to tíie 

intensity of the all 1^0 contammg species (1̂ 4) as a function of Eg is shown m Figure 4. Ib 

where the dotted lines indicate the expected ratios based on natural isotopic abundance. 

Although the experiment does not have the mass resolution to distinguish an O4 ion 

contairUng two ^^O atoms from one containing one ^^O, natural isotopic abundances 

predict tfiat tiie contribution of the former to tíie m/e = 66 peak would be only 0.01%. At 

low Ee reaction 4.1b shows a strong kinetic isotope effect with the intensity of mixed 

isotopic O4 ions approaching a ten fold enhancement relative to natural abundance 

expectations near threshold (Ee - 12 eV). Furthermore, the enhancement is mass 

independent with the I65/I66 ratio always observed to have its natural abundance value. As 

Ee is increased, the I65/I64 and l^ôfkA ratios continuaUy decrease and natural abundance 

values are observed for Ee ̂  40 eV. The most dramatic change in the I65/I64 and 166̂ 1̂ 4 

ratios occurs near the threshold O^^a'̂ riu) production (Ee ~ 16 eV) suggesting that the E^ 

dependance of the kinetic isotope effect in reaction 4.1b results from the increasing 

participation of C^ originaUy produced in the a'̂ Ilu as Ee is increased. 

PhenomenologicaUy, the results mdicate a strong kinetic isotope effect favoring nUxed 

isotopic cluster ion formation when the O2 (̂ Hg) is produced by EI dUectiy and littie or no 

kinetic isotope effect when the Oj^^Hg) arises from relaxation of metastable C)2(a^nu). 
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4.3.2 O^/Rare Gas Mixtures 

The O4 ion was also produced by ionizing various mixtures of O2 and He, Ar, or 

Kr at a constant total ion source inlet pressure of 0.75 Torr. Each of the rare gases 

investigated had a quaUtatively different effect on tíie Ee dependence of the WIô^ ratio. 

The effect of He addition is shown in Figure 4.2. At Ee near threshold, the I66/I64 ratio 

dramatically increased witii increasing He concentration approaching a two order of 

magnitude enhancement of 1^0 relative to natural abundance values. As Ee was increased 

the ratio decreased much faster than the neat O2 case reachmg tiie natural abundance value 

for Ee > 21 eV for aU O^/He mixtures investigated. In contrast, addition of Ar to the ion 

source at concentrations greater than or equal to that of O2 resulted in I66/I64 ratios above 

the natural abundance value for all Ee as shown in Figure 4.3. At E^ <17 eV increasing Ar 

concentration decreased the 166̂ 6̂4 ratio, whereas at Ee > 17 eV increasing Ar concentration 

had the opposite effect. It can be noted that E^ = 17 eV is close to the appearance potential 

for 02(a^nu). The effect of adding Kr to the ion source on the 166/̂ 64 ratio as a function of 

Ee is shown if Figure 4.4. As with Ar addition, the 166/̂ 64 ratio was above the natural 

abundance value for all E ,̂ however, the ratio decreased with increasmg Kr concentration 

at all Ee investigated. The unique aspect of the Kr results was that in the electron energy 

range, 15.5 < Ee < 40 eV, the leef^ ratio increased with increasing Ee- In all other cases 

investigated, the ratio always decreased or remamed constant with mcreasing Ee. 

4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Neat02 

A fundamental understanding of the precedmg results requUes that tiie foUowing 

tiiree points be addressed: (1) A characteristic of tiie OÎ^^rig) ions must be identified that 

can give rise to largely varying state specific values of k^.ib- (2) The effect of this 
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Figure 4.2 Intensity ratios of isotopicaUy substítuted O4 ion signals as a functíon 
of ionizing electron energy and O /̂He ratio. 1(64) and 1(66) 
correspond to O4 ions containing four 1̂ 0 and one ^^0 atom replaced 
with an 1^0, respectively. The dashed horizontal line represents the 
ratio expected from natural abundance values. 
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Figure 4.3 Intensity ratios of isotopicaUy substituted O4 ion signals as a function 
of ionizing electron energy and O /̂Ar ratio. 1(64) and 1(66) 
correspond to O4 ions contaiiUng four ^̂ O and one ^^0 atom replaced 
with an 1^0, respectively. The dashed horizontal line represents the 
ratio expected from natural abundance values. 
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Figure 4.4 Intensity ratios of isotopicaUy substítuted O4 ion signals as a function 
of ioiUzing electron energy and O /̂Kr ratio. 1(64) and 1(66) 
correspond to O4 ions containing four ^ ^ and one ^^0 atom replaced 
with an ^^0, respectively. The dashed horizontal line represents the 
ratio expected from natural abundance values. 
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characteristic on k^.ib must be strongly isotopic dependent. And (3) the population 

distribution of ions with regard to this characteristic must depend on the details of ion 

formation and must be largely preserved in a coUision envUonment. 

Termolecular association reactions are generaUy considered to consist of two 

bimolecular energy transfer reactions24.25 which for reaction 4.1b can be written: 

02(2ng) + 02(3Zg) JI^ (O4)* (4.5a) 

(OÎ)* + 02(3Xg) - ^ (OÎ) + 02(35:g) (4.5b) 

where k^, kd, and k^ are association, dissociation, and stabiUzation rate constant 

respectively and (O4)* represents a coUision complex. Ordinarily all of the reactions are 

considered to occur on a single Bom-Oppenheimer surface correlating with electronic 

ground state products. However there is no rigorous reason why this should be so. In 

particular the reactants of reaction 4.5a have a 24-fold electronic state degeneracy (3 for 

O^O^'g) tUnes 4 for O2(^rig) tUnes 2 for ion/neutral exchange) of which the quartet ground 

state of O4 accounts for only 4. Considering the weak bmding of tíie O4 ion,2-4 it is 

reasonable to assume that the remainmg Bom-OppenheUner surfaces wiU have Uttie or no 

bmdUig and thus be characterized as repulsive with respect to tiie O^^^Hg) + 02(^5^^) 

asymptote. This situation for one-dUnensional cuts of tiie fuU Bom-OppenheUner surfaces 

is quaUtatívely depicted in Figure 4.5 where only a smgle repulsive surface is represented. 

If, for a particular set of colUsion conditions, reaction 4.5a preferentially took place on one 

of the repulsive surfaces, then the (O4)* colUsion complex would be much shorter Uved 

and termolecular association would be mhibited relative to reaction 4.5a occurring on the 

bUiding surface. WUh this quaUtative picture of the termolecular association process, tfie 

points raised at the begirmmg of the discussion can be addressed by a detailed consideration 

of tiie symmetry correlations of tiie states of the O2 (^llg) + 02(^Sg) super-molecule witíi 
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those of the (O4)* colUsion complex. These two Umits wUl be referred to as O2/O2 and 

(O4)* respectively. Because neitiier O2/O2 nor (O4)* can be properly described by a point 

group, the symmetry analysis must be performed usmg a permutation-inversion (PI) 

symmetry group, as noted by Gellene.l^ However, the stabilized (O4) complex can be 

described by a pomt group, presentiy thought to be C^h '̂̂ ^ and/or D^h,̂ '̂ ^ and the 

correlation of PI symmetry species with these point groups wUl provide tíie connection 

needed to identify the ground state among the PI symmetry adapted electronic states. 

The PI symmetry analysis and correlation scheme consists of four parts that have 

been considered m detail by GeUene^^ and wiU be outUned only briefly here. FUst the 

appropriate PI group must be chosen. Second, the rotational-vibrational-electronic-

translational wave-functions ( '̂rvet) for O2/O2 and electronic wave-functions ((^Q) for (O4)* 

must be written in terms of an appropriate set of basis functions having well defmed 

transformation properties under the operations of the PI group. ThUd, PauU allowed 

symmetry adapted ^rvet are projected out of the set of basis functions. FinaUy, symmetry 

restrictions are determined by correlating tiie symmetry adapted ^rvet witii the (()e of (O4)*. 

The appropriate PI groups for O2/O2 containing zero or one heavy oxygen isotope 

have been developed by Gellene^^ and are denoted GIÔ'^^A^/A^) and 04^(^2/AB) 

respectively. These are spUi quadrupled groups of the feasible (i.e., "diatom preservmg") 

permutation operations taken with and without mversion. The transformation properties 

under the operations of these groups of a coordinate system and a complete set of basis 

functions suitable for representing ^rvet of O2/O2 have been discussed m detail by 

Gellene.^^ Using these coordinates, zero order wave-functions for O2/O2 can be written as 

a product of two diatomic wave-functions and a relative translational wave-function. The 

latter is composed of a spherical Bessel function ((krlJL)) for the component of the 

translational wave-function along the line connecting the center of mass of the two diatoms. 
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and a spherical harmonic ((ØÍÍ^ILML)) for tiie rotational component The diatomic wave-

functions can be written as products of normalized Slater determmants of 7Cg± molecular 

orbitals, harmonic osciUator vibrational functions ((rilv) and (rjlv+) for the neutral and ion 

respectively), and rotational functions. Hund's case (b) rotational functions (lANSJ)) with 

A = 0 and S = 1 are used for Ô ^̂ Xg) and Hund's case (a) rotational functions 

(IAVS"'!:'^) with A+ = 1 and S+ = 1/2 are used for OÍGUg) where the angular 

momentimi quantum numbers have theU usual meaning. RecalUng that O4 is known to be 

a ground state quartet,̂  zero order wave-functions for the S = 3/2, Ms = 3/2 state of 

O2/O2 of any isotopic composition are written as: 

4̂ 1 = (I/V2 )( 17Cg+4^gí-1 (FJJIA-'JVI:^) ± 17t|+47t^í I <rjjl-A'-J-'s'--I^» x 

(rjlANSJ)<rjlv)(rjjlv+Xe())lLMLXkrlJL) (4.6a) 

^g = (I/V2 )( 17ig°+7C°7î +1 (FJIA-'J'-S-'X^) ± 17 g"+7t̂ l7î . | (FJI-A-'J-'S^-I"')) X 

(rjjlANSJXrjilv)(rjlv+)(e(})lLML)(krlJL). (4.6b) 

The transformation properties of ^ã and ^b under the operations of Gi6^(A2/A2) can be 

determined using tables Vn and Vin of GeUenê ^ and it is found that they are transformed 

into +/- themselves or +/- each other depending on the even or oddness of the angular 

momentum quantum numbers: N, (J'*"-S'*'), and L. The results are Usted in Table 4.1. 

Because ^^0 is a boson (I = 0), Pauli allowed '̂rvet niust transform as Af m either 

Gi6^(A2/A2) for the all ^ ^ case or 04^(^2/AB) for the case contaiiUng one heavy oxygen 

isotope. Character tables for these groups can be found in the development by Gellene. ̂ ^ 

When the oxygen molecules are isotopicaUy identical, a properly symmetrized, PaiUi 

allowed ^rvet for O2/O2 wiU consist of a specific linear combination of ^ i and ^b 
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Table 4.1: Transformation of wave functions defmed by eqs. (4.6a) and (4.6b) 
under tiie operations ofG 15^(^2/^2). 

Operation^ ^ a ^'b 

[R]E 

[R](l2) 

[R](34) 

[R](12)(34) 

[R](13)(24) 

[R](14)(23) 

[R](1324) 

[R](1423) 

[R]E* 

[R](12)* 

[R](34)* 

[R](12)(34)* 

[R](13)(24)* 

[R](14)(23)* 

[R](1324)* 

[R](1423)* 

^î 
-(-D^^a 

zp^ . l / - S-' xp± 

±( - l ) J^ -S^^N^± 

( - l ) ^ ^ b 

+ ( . l / - S ^ + N + L ^ ± 

-(-l)N^Lvp± 

:F(.1)J ' ' S-' + L ^ ^ 

^(.1)J^ S^+N + L ^ ± 

+ ( . l / - S ' ' + L x j / ± 

(.1)N + L ^ ± 

-(-D^^a 
T ( - 1 ) J ' - S " - N ^ ± 

(-1) ^ b 
1+ c+ + 

+(-1)̂  • ^ n 
(-1)^ " 'b 

H 
T(-l/" S"" fg 

-(-1)'̂  H 
+ ( . l / - S * + N ^ ± 

(-1)'- * a 

+(.1)J+-S^+N + L,j,± 

: p ( . l / - S * + L>p± 

.(.1)N + L y ± 

^ ( . l / - S * + N + L»p± 

(-if^^H 
+(.1)J''-S"'+L,j,± 

-(-if ' 'b 
,( .1)J^-S*+N,p± 

(-1) ' 'a 

(-1)^ " ' 
T+ C+ + 

±(-iy • S 4-1 

^The operations of Gié^^A /̂A )̂ are defmed in Gellene.̂ ^ 
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because of the inabUity to specify which molecule is the ion and which is the neutral. 

However, when the oxygen molecules are isotopically nonidentical then ^rvet can be 

represented by either ^ ' i or ^^ alone. FoUowing the correlation scheme of GeUene,̂ ^ 

^rvet -^ øe is determined by: 

^ ± -^ O â = (1/V2 )( I 4+7t̂ -7Cg°+ I ± I 7 C ^ + 4 4 I ) (^-^a) 

vFs ^ <De-b = (1/V2 )( I nlUl l^ \ ± \ Tt̂ Ug-Tiĝ  | ). (4.7b) 

Taking ^Q for (O4)* to transform as a representation ofG 15(^2/^2) (i.e., the PI symmetry 

of the coulombic potential), the application of equation (4.7) mdicates that ^rvet correlates 

witii a specific Unear combination of O ^ and O^b when the oxygen molecules are 
+ + 

isotopicaUy identical and any Unear combination of O â and ^êb when they are not. These 

results for the all l ^ case are sununarized in Table 4.2. Only odd values of N appear in 

Table 4.2 resulting from PauU principle restrictions on the isolated O^̂ ^X )̂ molecule. 

Identifymg which of the ^rvet correlates with the ground electronic state of O4 

requires knowing the symmetry species of that state. This can be determined from simple 

molecular orbital (MO) overlap considerations by describing the O4 MO's as a Unear 

combinations of O2 TCg MO's. This should be a good approxUnation for the weakly bound 

cluster ion. Because the structure of O4 has not been established defmitively, botii C ĥ 

and D2h pomt groups are considered. Taking tiie m-plane O2-O2 antibondmg MO as the 

highest energy MO as shown in Figure 4.6, predicts that the ground state of O4 is ^Bu in 

C2h symmetry. For D^h symmetry, the detemUnation of the appropriate symmetry label 

depends upon the orientation of the molecule m the coordmate system. Botii m this work 

and m tíie development by GeUenel^ tiie D^h molecule was taken to be m the yz plane. If a 
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different orientation had been used, tiien different symmetry labels would have been 

obtamed and the correlation tables in this work (Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4) would not be 

vaUd. In this sense, tiie symmetry labels are somewhat arbitrary as they depend upon tíie 

orientation of tiie molecule in the plane. Once an orientation has been chosen it must be 

used consistently throughout tiie analysis. FoUowing the method of connecting PI and 

point group symmetry species outUned by Gellene,!^ fii.st the induced representation of <))e 

m tiie PI group G^g (i.e., GiôCA^/A^^ÎG^g) is determmed foUowed by the detemUnation of 

tíie subduced representations of G48 in the point groups (i.e., G^siC^h and G^siD^h). 

This was accomplished using Tables DC and X of GeUenel^ and tiie results are listed m the 

last three columns of Table 4.2. 

The UnpUcation of this symmetry analysis is tiiat 32c^ ions m a state with J+-S+ = 

odd having an odd L colUsion with an ^^o^ molecule wiU access the ground electronic state 

of O4 and lead to termolecular association more efficientiy than any other type of coUision. 

Although for any particular colUsion L can be asymptoticaUy defmed, it cannot be 

experimentaUy controUed and coUisions with odd and even values for L occur witii equal 

probability at room temperature. Altematively, J+-S+ is a weU defmed quantimi number 

for an O2 ion, with odd and even values corresponding to e and/parity labels^^ 

respectively. Further there is experimental and theoretical evidence for a strong propensity 

for conservation of ^//in J-changing colUsions for some atom-diatom systems.27 Thus 

Table 4.2 indicates that ^^O^^^rig) ions can be thought of as existing in two different 

modifications that have very dUferent efficiencies for termolecular association with 

3202(3Eg). 

The precedmg symmetry arguments indicate that depending on the extent of e/f 

production, ^^o^^^FIg) ions produced by different ionizing methods may exhibit different 

rates of ^ 0 4 production by termolecular association. This effect may be partiy responsible 
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for the variation in k^.ib reported by different workers.3AlO,15-17 jt remains to be shown, 

however, that the observed non-mass dependent kinetic isotope effects can also be 

understood in terms of these symmetry considerations. This question can be addressed by 

considering electronic state correlation in the PI group of G^^A^/AB). The two cases 

where either the neutral or the ion is isotopicaUy homonuclear must considered separately. 

The results of these symmetry analyses are summarized in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 

The symmetry correlations m Table 4.3 mdicate that if the C^ ion is the 

heteronuclear diatom, then no symmetry restrictions occur and aU combinations of 

N, •̂••-S"'", and L for 33,34o2/32o2 wave-function correlate with the ground electronic state 

of (65,6604)*. Taken together Tables 4.2 and 4.3 provide a framework for understanding 

the major experimental observations in this study. In particular, they show that a Pauli 

symmetry restriction can cause different clustering rates for the e/f parity levels of O^í^ng) 

in the aU l^o system and the difference vaiUshes in a non-mass dependent way if the ion is 

isotopically heteronuclear. InterestUigly, Table 4.4 indicates that if the neutral is 

heteronuclear, the symmetry restriction occurring in the aU ^^o system essentially remains 

(i.e., only e parity levels of O^i^Tlg) correlate with ground electronic state O4). 

Unfortunately, the experiment is not sensitive to the origin of the unique oxygen isotope m 

the termoleciUar association so that this prediction could not be tested. 

4.4.2 Effect of lonization Scheme 

The dependance of the rate of reaction 4. Ib on ionizing conditions can be accounted 

for by the precedmg PI symmetry analysis only if the ^//parity level ratio of tíie C^(^llg) 

ions is strongly dependent on the mode of ion production. In particular, threshold EI must 

be highly selective for/level production relative to the ^//parity level ratio occurring with 

higher energy EI, REMPI, or schemes proceedmg tíirough tíie a'̂ riu metastable state of O2. 
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Currentíy there is very Uttíe mformatíon avaUable concemmg rotational transitions 

occurring in molecular EI. A detaUed theoretical treatment is a formidable problem that has 

not been discussed in the literature. Muntz^S and Coe et al.,^^ usmg a theoretical treatment 

based on the Bom approximation (vaUd at high Ee) that included only molecular angular 

momentum terms, have predicted electric dipole selection rules. However, the validity of 

such predictions for threshold EI which involves the motion of three highly correlated 

particles (an ion plus two near zero kinetic energy electrons) is highly questionable.^^ 

Indeed, experUnental studies on N2 ^^'^^ and CO^ have shown that tíie selection mles 

begin to sigiUficantíy break down for Ee < 800 eV. Although those experimental studies 

investigated Ee as low as 60 eV, the ion product fine stmcture states were not resolved and 

thus the results do not bear on the question of e/fpanty level selectivity. 

Little more can be said about e/fpaiity level selectivity for (^(^rig) produced by 

coUisional relaxation of EI produced C^(a^nu). If the symmetry restriction derived m the 

previous section is accepted as the origin of unusual kinetic behavior of reaction 4.1b, then 

tíie results indicate that the production of e parity levels of C^(^llg) is significant by tíiis 

ionization scheme. However, whetíier the e parity levels are produced by ionization or 

colUsional relaxation or both can not be detemUned from the present results. 

By comparison to EI, questions of fmal state selectivity are much more tractable for 

photoionization and detaUed selection mles for diatomic molecules have recentíy been 

derived by Xie and Zare.35 In principle, these selection mles and tíie previous 

experimental study of termolecular association of REMPI produced O2 ̂ "̂  could be used to 

assess tiie vaUdity of the symmetry restrictions derived in tíie previous section. 

Unfortunately, the state specific nature of tíie mtermediate levels occurring m tíie REMPI 

process were not specified m that study, so a detailed comparison is not possible. 
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4.4.3 O /̂Rare Gas Mixtures 

The addition of a rare gas to the ion source at constant source pressure can alter tíie 

kinetics of O4 formation and tíie observed Wl64 ratio m at least four distinct ways. (1) 

isotopic scrambling by the reaction 

66O4 + ^^02 -^ ^Ot + 34O2 (4.8) 

which has no symmetry restriction, is decreased because the partial pressure of O2 is 

decreased. (2) Clustering can proceed through the two step chaperone mechanism 

+ M + 
02+Rg ^ 02«Rg (4.9a) 

OÍ^Rg + O2 ^ O4 + Rg (4.9b) 

to which the symmetry restriction developed in this work would not apply. (3) When Rg = 

Ar or Kr, quenching of the a'̂ Ilu state of O2 can occur by the reaction 

C^(a4nu) + Rg ^ 02(35:g) + Rg+ (4.10) 

which removes O2. And (4) Oj can be produced by the charge transfer reaction 

Rg+ + 02(3Xg) ^ Rg -̂  O2. (4.11) 

Considering the preceding discussion of the neat O2 results, the qualitative effect of 

rare gas addition to the ion source on the I66/I64 ratio can be predicted. The decreased 

importance of reaction 4.8 and the increased Unportance of reaction 4.10 with increasmg 
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rare gas pressure would tend to cause an increase tíie 166/̂ 64 ratio with rare gas addition. 

Altematively, the increased importance of reaction 4.9 with mcreasing rare gas pressure 

would tend to have tíie opposite effect. Reaction 4.11 becomes possible for Ee equal to the 

ionization energy of the rare gas (24.58, 15.775, and 13.996 eV for He, Ar, and Kr 

respectively) and increases in Unportance with mcreasmg E .̂ However, tíie effect of 

reaction 4.11 on tíie 166/̂ 64 ratio can not be easily predicted because U depends on tíie e/f 

ratio of the product O2 ions for which no information is avaUable. The O /̂Rg mixture 

results can be rationalized in terms of the relative Unportance of reactions 4.8-4.11 and each 

wiU be discussed in tum. 

4.4.3.1 Oo/He 

He only weakly binds to O2 (AE -0.026 eV)l5 and is ineffective in quenching 

02(a'*nu)^^, so that the most important effect of addition He to the ion source is decreasmg 

the scrambling reaction 4.8. This accounts for the increasing I66/I64 ratio with increasing 

He pressure at low Ee and indicates that that the initial kinetic isotope effect is at least a 

factor of 100. At higher Ee, quartet states of O2 are produced by Penning ionization (Ee > 

20 eV)37 and reaction 4.11 (Ee > 24.58 eV). This enhanced production of quartet states 

probably accounts for the 1̂ 6/164 ratio having its natural abundance value for Ee > 21 eV. 

4.4.3.2 07/Ar 

In contrast to He, Ar has a substantial bmding energy with O2 (AE ~ 0.3 eV)20 and 

is as effective as O2 in colUsionally quenchmg O^^a r̂iu).̂ ^ At low Ee, the effect of 

reaction 4.9 dominates and increasing Ar pressure decreases the 166/̂ 64 ratio. However, at 

Ee > 17 eV, reaction 4.10 becomes possible and increases in importance with mcreasing Ar 

pressure. The data in Figure 4.3 indicate that at high Ee the effect of reaction 4.10 is more 
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Unportant than that of reaction 4.9 and the 166/̂ 64 ratio increases with increasmg Ar 

pressure. This result indicates that the propensity of EI to produce/parity label states of 

Qz^^rig) persists at least up to Ee =100 eV (tíie highest energy mvestigated) and is not only 

a threshold effect. 

4.4.3.3 Oo/Kr 

Kr is very sUnilar to Ar m its abUity to bind Oj (AE - 0.33 eV)38 and coUisionaUy 

quench Oj^a'^nu)^^'^^ through reaction 4.10. Thus the effect of adding Kr to the ion 

source would be expected to be simUar to that of Ar. The expectation of the Unportance of 

reaction 4.9 is reaUzed because increasing Kr pressure decreases the 166/̂ 64 ratio at aU Ee 

investigated. Unexpectedly, the high Ee results can not be rationaUzed in terms of reaction 

4.10 because the increase in the l^ô/^ei ratio begins at an Ee below the appearance potential 

of O^^a'̂ riu). Altematively, reaction 4.11 could account for this result if the charge transfer 

reaction preferentially produced/parity label states of Oj^^Hg). Although no direct 

information conceming this point is avaUable, it can be noted that the two spin-orbit states 

of Kr^ have very different charge transfer rates with O^^^ suggesting an Unportance of 

angular momentum considerations in the reaction. 
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CHAPTERVÍ 

KINETIC ISOTOPE EFFECTS ON THE 

PREDISSOCL\TION OF A NEW HIGH 

ENERGY METASTABLE STATE 

OF OXYGEN 

5.1 Introduction 

There is extensive interest in the properties of O2 because of its relevance to 

biological, atmospheric, and geologic systems. The electronically excited states of O2 in 

particular have received a great deal of experimental and theoretical attention. Absorption 

and emission spectroscopy data through 1971 was reviewed by Kmpenie,^ while more 

recentíy Slanger and Cosby^ pubUshed a review of the spectroscopic data that has become 

avaUable since 1972 for the lowest six electroiUc states. Several ab initio investigations^"^ 

have been performed that calculated the characteristics of the electronicaUy excited states of 

O2. In 1977, Saxon and Liu^ calculated the potential energy curves for the valence states 

of oxygen, and predicted five bound states that have not been experimentaUy observed 

(^^Zg, 2^Ilg, l^Au, 2lAg, and ^EJ), in addition to five new weakly bound states 

( D e < 0 . 5 e V ) . 

tBy permission of the American Chemical Society from "Experimental and Theoretical 

Evidence for a New Metastable Valence State of O2," by K. S. Griffith and Gregory I. 

GeUene. Joumal ofPhysical Chemistry, Vol. No. 97, pp. 9882-9889. Copyright 1993 by 

the American Chemical Society. 
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Recentiy, experiments^-lO mvolving tíie charge exchange of fast beams of Ot with 

alkaUmetals: 

05 + M - ^ 0 2 + M+ (5.1) 

have provided new mformation on tíie electronically excited states of O2. van der Zande 

-and coworkers^-lO have mvestigated tíie neutraUzation of OJ (X^Hg) witíi Cs, and 

identified the products as the first and second Rydberg states of O2 tíiat rapidly 

predissociate to give 0(lD) + 0(lD), 0(lD) + 0(3p), and 0(3p) + 0(3p). In tíieU 

experUnents, OJ is formed in a electron Unpact ionization source and dUected tíirough 

~ 1 mTorr of Cs vapor m a charge transfer ceU. A coincidence detection technique is used 

m which a time- and position- sensitive two-particle detector is able to detect both O atoms 

from a single dissociatíon. The relative position of tíie two atoms and the difference in theU 

fUght times are used to detemUne the kinetic energy release (KER) from the O^ dissociation. 

For states with lifetUnes less than 10 ns this detection scheme provided resolution sufficient 

to identify vibrational, and in some cases rotational, energy levels; however, those 

experiments could not identify any product neutral that remained undissociated or that 

dissociated on the time scale of the experiment. In this work, the neutraUzation of O^ with 

K and Na is investigated using a technique with lower KER resolution, but that can detect 

undissociated product neutrals. The most significant resuU is the observation of a new 

metastable state of O2 having -8 eV of intemal energy that is identified as the v=2 level of 

the previously uiUaiown 1 ̂ Au valence state. The key to the identification is the observation 

of a large isotope effect in the predissociative UfetUne of tíie metastable species caused by 

accidental near-cancellation of the Franck-Condon factors between the perturbing repulsive 

state and bound state wave-functions for this level. 
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5.2 ExperUnental 

O2 ions were produced by electron ionization of neat O2, ^^0 enriched O2 (50%, 

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories), or O /̂Rare gas mixtures at a total source inlet pressure of 

0.9 Torr. The ioiUzing electrons were produced from a hot Re fUament located extemal to 

the ion source with total electron emission current regulated, and the ionizing energy (Ee) 

was taken to be the nominal voltage difference between the filament and the source, and a 

range of Ee=20-100 eV was used. lons exiting the source were accelerated through 5 keV, 

magnetically mass resolved, and focussed into the neutralization chamber containing 1-10 

mTorr of Na or K metal vapor. Unreacted ions exiting the neutraUzation chamber were 

electrostaticaUy deflected so that oiUy neutral species continued toward the detector, which 

could be located 46.4, 79.3, or 99.7 cm from tíie center of the neutralization chamber. 

Undissociated products show up as a spike of intensity centered around 8=0. This 

experimental arrangement (denoted "smgle sUt experiment") is iUustrated in Figure 2.3a. 

When an undissociated species is detected, a second type of experUnent can be 

performed m order to furtíier characterize the species. This experiment mvolves placmg a 

sUt a short distance after the neutralization chamber (hereafter referred to as tíie "double sUt 

experiment"). This arrangement, shown in Figure 2.3b, aUowed investigation of tíie 

dissociation fragments of a metastable species by discrimmating against tíie off-axis signal 

from tíie products of rapidly dissociatmg states Ui favor of tíie products of longer lived 

states. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 NeutraUzation Cross Section 

Assummg there are k kinds of ions in tíie beam, tíie transmitted unneutraUzed ion 

mtensity (I) is given by: 
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k 
I = F Z aie-c în' (5.2a) 

i=l 

where P is the total ion intensity; ai is the fraction of ions that are in state i; Oi is the total 

neutraUzation cross section of ion state i; n is the number density of the neutraUzing metal; 

and / is tíie path lengtíi of tíie interaction. If aU Oi are equal then equation (5.2a) sUnplifies 

to the famUiar expression: 

I = Pe-on/. (5.2b) 

A plot of ln(I/I0) vs n for Na and K target metals shown in Figure 5.1 indicates that, over 

the range of neutralization studied (-30% and -90% for Na and K, respectively), the data is 

well described by equation (5.2b) witíi a=9(±2) Å^ and a=58(±5) Å^ for Na and K 

respectively. In the experiments to be described, neutraUzation by sodium produced 

qualitatively the same results as neutralization by potassium. However, because of the 

higher signal levels, only K data was subjected to detailed analysis. 

5.3.2 Single Slit Experiments 

Shown in Figure 5.2 are typical profiles for the single sUt experiments for the 

neutralization of OJ by potassium with the detector 99.7 cm from the neutralization 

chamber. For rapidly dissociating products the maxUnum KER can be calculated from the 

maxUnum scattering angle (6max)> corrected for the angular divergence of the primary 

beam, according to: 

KERmax = ^ Ê .̂ ^ sin^ Gmax (5.3) 

where mi is the mass of the fragment observed at 6max» ^2 is tíie mass of the other 

fragment, and Ecm is tíie center of mass translational energy. KER's determined from 6max 

(~±30 ram) and the sharp profUe edge near ±15 mm are 3.1(±0.3) eV and 1.0(±0.1) eV 

respectively, and result primarUy from the predissociation of the fu-st '̂̂ Hg Rydberg states. 
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Figure 5.1 NormaUzed intensity of unneutraUzed ion signal as a function of tíie 
nimiber density of tíie neutraUzing target metal. 
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Figure 5.2 Single sUt neutral beam profUes obtained from the neutralization of OJ 
on potassiimi. The ^^O^ data is from neutraUzation of ^^OJ from 5:1 
Ar:02 on potassium and the 34,36o2 data is from neutraUzation of 
34360+ from 5:1 Ar l̂̂ O^ (50%) on potassium. The profiles are 
plotted on an arbitrary linear scale with the center heights scaled to the 
same value and the arrows indicate the maximum scattering distances 
used in equation (5.3). Sharp peaks at ~±15 mm in the single slit 
profiles are the result of geometric discriirUnation in the detection 
system. 
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This aspect of tíie results is Ui complete agreement with the work of van der Zande et al.^-^^ 

The spUce of Uitensity centered around zero displacement can indicate tíie presence of an 

undissociated species, a species tíiat dissociates with a very small KERmax, or botíi. 

Assuming tíiat tíie intensity spUce at 6=0 results from metastable species (i.e., 

states havmg a lifetUne comparable to or longer tíian tíie fUght tUne from the oven to tíie 

detector) the mtensity (V^(t)) is given by: 

rin 

I^ 1 1° IJ Oi o u ^ 

where I j (t) is the intensity of the metastable species resulting from ion state i; Xj is the 

UfetUne of metastable state j ; t is the tUne between neutraUzation and detection; and o^j is 

the cross section for production of the metastable species j from ion state i. The last 

equality is justified m the present case by the results m section 5.3.1. Because it was not 

possible to completely distinguish between signal from undissociated metastable and 

dissociation fragments near 6=0, it was necessary to consider an apparent metastable 

intensity (I^jJ, which is an upper limit to 1°̂ . Apparent metastable intensity is determined 

from the integrated intensity of the center portion of the neutral profUe that has the same 

spatial distribution as the primary ion beam. A plot of ln[I^ /I^] VÍ t for three O2 

isotopomers is shown in Figure 5.3. The strong Unear relationships indicate that aU of the 

Xj's for a particular isotopomer can be taken to be approximately equal. Further, because 

aU of the lines in Figure 5.3 have approximately equal values for the intercept (which 

depends on XaiO^^J) and differing slopes, the isotope effect is m the UfetUne of the 

metastable, and not in the formation process. Finally, although Xapp is only an upper linUt 

to X, the results show that a state of O2 is dissociating on an ~|is time scale and thus cannot 

be any previously known state of O2. 
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Figure 5.3 Natural log of normaUzed apparent metastable mtensUy as a function 
of tUne after neutralization. 
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5.3.3 Field lonization 

The possibUity that the metastable species was due to a high Rydberg state was 

mvestigated by attempting field ionization where^l 

[^] ^E (5.5) 

describes tíie electric field (m kV/cm) needed to field ionize a Rydberg state of a given n m 

tíie hydrogenic model. The results of tíiis experUnent are shown in Figure 5.4. The lack of 

change in tíie normaUzed metastable mtensity (PLJl^) through E = 10 kV/cm (the largest 

field possible in the apparatus) mdicates that a significant fraction of tíie metastable O2 

species cannot be a Rydberg state of n>14. 

5.3.4 Precursor lon Studies 

There are a variety of ion states initially produced in the ion source that may be 

responsible for the production of the metastable species. In these experiments the effective 

ion source residence time (tr) is -0.25 |is where Xf is defmed as the apparent time avaUable 

for source ions to undergo reactions if the source pressure is taken to be equal to the mlet 

pressure. This effective residence time allows for various charge exchange and energy 

transfer reactions to occur, which in tum allows the distribution of the O^ ion states exiting 

the source to be altered by changing the ion source gas composition. The importance of O^ 

(a^riu) and O^ (X^I g v=l,2) states in metastable production was investigated by changing 

the proportions of an O /̂Ar source gas mixture at constant total pressure. In these 

mixtures, the relevant ion-molecule reactions and rates^^-l^ are: 

O^ (a^Ru) + 0 2 ^ 0 ^ (X2ng) + O2 k6 = 3.1 X 10-10 cm^s-l (5.6) 

O^ (a^Du) + Ar ^ O2 (X^Ip + Ar+ k̂  = 5.0 x 10-10 cm^s-l (5.7) 
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Figure 5.4 Normalized metastable mtensity as a function of electric field. Critical 
n is obtained from equation (5.5). 
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O^ (X2ng v=l,2) + O2 -> O^ (X^Rg v=0) + O2 k8 = 4.0 x 10-10 cm^s-l (5.8) 

05 (X^Hg v=l,2) + Ar -^ Oj (X^Hg v=0) + Ar k^ = 2.5 x 10-12 cm^s-l (5.9) 

O2 (X3Xg) + Ar^ ^ 05 (X2ng) + Ar kio = 6.3 x lO-H cm^s'l (5.10) 

where reactions 5.6, 5.7, and 5.10 are identical to reactions 3.3, 3.1, and 3.2, 

respectively, and are reproduced here for convenience. Because Ar is a somewhat better 

quencher of O^ (a'̂ Ilu) tíian O2 (reactions 5.6 and 5.7), the relative amount of O^ (a'̂ riu) 

exiting the source decreases as Ar partial pressure increases. O2 is a much more efficient 

quencher of O^ (X^rig v=l,2) than Ar (reactions 5.8 and 5.9), thus increasing Ar partial 

pressure in the ion source has the effect of increasing the relative amount of O^ (X^Ilg 

v=l,2) exiting the source. Calculations based on the known tr and rate constants predict 

that the relative amounts of O^ (a^Ilu) and O^ (X^Ilg v=l,2) could be varied by more than a 

factor of 4 and 20 respectively (Table 5.1). Throughout these variations, 1^/1° was 

unaffected indicating that the O^ (a^Ilu) and O^ (X^FIg v=i,2) do not significantly 

participate in the production of the metastable. 

High vibrationaUy excited states of O^ are also produced by electron ionization^ for 

which the relaxation reaction rates are uiUoiown. The relative abimdance of these states 

could be diminished by lowering tíie ionizing electron energy, but the resulting low ion 

intensity made measurements difficult. In order to study the effect of high vibrational 

excitation in tíie ion on the production of metastable, a mixture of Xe and O^ was used. 

For this source gas mixture, in addition to reactions 5.6 and 5.8 above, the relevant ion 

molecule reactions and ratesl^'l^-l^ are: 

O^ (a^nu) + Xe ^ O2 (X^Xg) + Xe+ ku = 5.6 x 10-10 cm^s-l (5.11) 

05 (X2ng v=l,2) + Xe -^ 05 (X2ng v=0) + Xe ki2 = 6.2 x lO'lO cm^s-l (5.12) 
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Table 5.1. Calculated variation of tíie a^Ilu and X2ne(v=l,2) ion 
concentrations with inlet gas compositionC 

Inlet gas composition [a'̂ nuJrei [X2ng(v=l,2)]rei 
neatO^ 1.00 1.00 

5:1 Ar:02 0.29 13.98 
50:1 Ar:02 0^23 22.27 

^ Calculated for an inlet pressure of 1 Torr and an effective ion 
source residence time of 0.25 |is (as discussed in the text). 
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02 (X3Xg) + Xe-̂  -^ Oj (X2ng v=0) + Xe kn = 1.0 X 10-10 cm3s-l (5.13) 

Xe is an excellent quencher of botíi O^ (a'̂ riu) and OÍ (X^FIg v=l,2), ion states that have 

already been investigated. AdditionaUy, because Xe has a large ionization cross sectionl'^ 

and Xe+ZO^ charge transfer is very efficient, the O^ signal can be mamtained at usable 

levels at low Ee. Altíiough Xe^/O^ charge transfer that produces only the v=0 ion 

donUnates O^ production under these condUions, calculations based on the known Tr, 

ionization cross sections and rate constants, indicate tíiat at least 10% of the total O^ signal 

results from dU*ect EI of O2 for Ee > 20 eV. Therefore throughout the entUe range of Ee 

investigated a fraction of the O^ beam is composed of EI produced ions. However, 

because the relative abundance of high v levels of O^ should decrease with decreasing Ee, 

the decrease in I^pVI^ with decreasing Ee (Figure 5.5) indicates that vibrational excitation 

(v>2) in the ion favors metastable production. 

5.3.5 Double SUt Experiments 

The results of the double sUt experiments are shown in Figure 5.6. The 

observation of sigiUficant signal outside of the "shadow" of the second slit (~±3 nrni) 

unambiguously indicates tíiat a state of O2 is dissociating on the flight tUne of tíie 

experiment. The intensity distribution of the double slit neutral beam profUes as a function 

of detector position (I(y)) is the sum of three terms: 

I(y) = (S)l/2j2e- w2ij(y.^) dw + Iu(y) + Id(y). (5.14a) 

The first term represents the signal from the fraction of metastable species that have 

dissociated (Ii(y)) that is convolved with the Gaussian ion beam width. Iu(y) is the 

intensity of the undissociated metastable species, and I(i(y) is the intensity due to the 
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Figure 5.5 Normalized apparent metastable intensity as a function of ionizing 
electron energy for the neutralization of O^ from a Xe/O^ mixture on 
potassium. 
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Figure 5.6 Double sUt neutral beam profUes obtained from the neutraUzation of 
05 on potassium. The ^^o^ data is from neutralization of ^^oj from 
5:1 Ar:02 on potassium and the 34,36o2 data is from neutraUzation of 
^'36o+ from 5:1 Ar l̂̂ O^ (50%) on potassium. The curves in the 
profiles result from a simulation of each profile usUig equation (5.14a) 
and the parameters indicated. 
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on-axis fragments from the rapidly dissociatmg l^rig Rydberg states. Ii(y) was 

determined using tíie coordmate system shown in Figure 5.7 and is given by: 

^l W = JQ* Jo ^^^'^^ ^z(z) PKER(KER) dz dKER. (5.14b) 

A(y,a) is a geometric apparatus function relating to the fraction of fragments tíiat hit tíie 

detector at given position y. This function includes the transformation between tíie center 

of mass and laboratory coordinates and accounts for UnUted coUection abiUty of tíie detector 

Ui tíie X dUection. The parameter a is the distance, m tíie center of mass frame, tíiat the 

fi^gment has been scattered upon reachUig the detector: 

where z is tíie distance from the detector to the point of dissociation. Pz is the probabUity 

of a dissociation occuning at a given pomt on the flight patíi to the detector which, 

assuming the metastable species is described by a single lUetUne (m accordance witíi smgle 

sUt results), is given by: 

p^ = -J_e-(L-z)A^cmX (5 16) 
VcmX 

where L is the distance from detector to the point of neutraUzation, Vcm is the velocity of 

the center of mass in the lab frame, and x is tíie UfetUne of the metastable. P ER is the KER 

distribution. 

Because, in our apparatus, A(y,a) is a strong function of a (through z and KER) and 

consequentíy could not be neglected, the data could not be Uiverted to yield P ER and x, so 

a modeUing approach was adopted. For a fixed value of tíie lifetime (XmodeÔ  P ER was 

approximated by a weighted sum of delta functions: 

PKER(KER) = X ei ô(KER-KERi). (5.17) 
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It was found tíiat a sum of two delta functions, KERi = 0.9 eV and KER2 = 0.03 eV, was 

adequate to describe the profiles. For 3202 and ^ÔQ^, all of tíie intensity m the " wings" 

(beyond ±4 mm displacement) was accounted for by KERi = 0.9(±0.03) eV. In fact tíie 

presence of tíie wmg structure was critical to tíie modellUig procedure because tíUs feature 

restricted tíie range of usable UfetUnes (0.05 |is<x<1.5 [LS) and allowed ei/e^ to be well 

determined (-±10%). Shown m Figure 5.8 is a demonstration of tíie abUity to fit a smgle 

profUe with a variety of lifetimes. Conversely, because of the absence of the wmg 

structure in the ^O^ profile, it could be fit by such a wide variety of KER/x combmations 

that it was not possible to meaningfuUy model that data at tiiis stage of the analysis. 

Instead, the abiUty to account for the ^^02 double sUt profUe wUl be used in the fmal stage 

of the analysis as a check of the intemal consistency of the model. 

KER2 was not as well detennined as KERi, and an improved fit could be achieved 

by using a range of small KER's providing that the relative contributions of the high and 

low KER components was preserved. However, because no uniquely superior fit could be 

detemUned, there was no overriding justification to use a more elaborate set of KER's, and 

the two KER fit was accepted. 

The values of Xmodel compatible with the double sUt data were significantíy smaller 

than Xapp as determined from the single sUt data, mdicating that F" was Uideed 

overestUnated by I ^ . Determining lifetimes consistent with the 32,36o2 data from both 

experUnents involved the foUowing three step procedure: (1) Xmodel and the correspondmg 

KER distribution (i.e., ei and e^) were used to "correct" I^pp(t) for the contribution of near 

0=0 dissociation fragments. (2) The resulting I ^ (t) were used to determine Xcorr. (3) 

Xcorr was compared to Xmodel and the actual UfetUne (x) was taken to be that for which 

tcorr = '̂ model- This analysis, which is summarized in Figure 5.9, resulted in X32 = 

0.11(±0.01) jis and X36 = 0.50(±0.08) |is being determined. These short lifetUnes indicate 
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Figure 5.8 Fitting the ̂ ^O^ double-sUt profile with a variety of lifetimes. The 
area under the long dashed line is due to 0.9 eV dissociations. The 
area between the two dashed Imes is due to 0.03 eV dissociations. 
The area above the short dashed line is lu + Id from equation (5.14a). 
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Figure 5.9 Plot of corrected UfetLme (Xcorr) as a function of model UfetUne 
(Xmodel)- 'C is determined as the intersection of tíie solid Unes with tíie 
dotted Xcorr = 'Cmodel line as described Ui the text. 
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tíiat essentially all of tíie apparent metastable Uitensity m tíie single sUt profUes in Figure 5.1 

for tíiese two isotopomers resulted from near 6=0 dissociation fragments. In tíiis 

correction procedure, the mtercepts of tíie Unes shown m Figure 5.3 remaUied essentially 

unchanged. Thus tíie value for tíie intercept can be used to obtain Jjai&f from equation 

(5.4), where the sum over j has been eliminated because aU metastable species for a given 

isotopomer have the same apparent UfetUne and are tíius indistinguishable m tíUs 

experUnent. Using the previously determined a = 58(±5) Å^ , a value of Xaia^ = 

1.3(±0.3) Å^ was obtained. 
1 » 

5.4 Discussion 

Because the metastable state relaxes dissociatively with x > 0.1 |xs it cannot be 

identified with any previously observed bound state of O .̂̂ "̂̂ ^ Although a hydrogenic 

Rydberg level with n as low as 5 can have Ufetimes greater than 0.1 \is,^^ the fact that high 

vibrational excitation favors production of the metastable species argues against its being a 

Rydberg since a Rydberg of n>5 with v>2 would be unstable to autoionization. In 

addition, formation of Rydberg states is expected to occur primarily with Av = 0 so that 

production of an n>5 O2 state by O^ (X^TÍ^/K electron transfer involves an energy defect 

of 3.86 eV. This value seems too large to be associated with tíie value of Xaicr^ = 

1.3(±0.3) Å^. Thus, further efforts to identify the electronic state of the metastable species 

wUl focus on the valence states of oxygen. 

The abiUty to completely account for the intensity m the "wings" in the 32,36o2 

double sUt profiles by a single KER delta function of 0.9(±0.03) eV suggests that tíiis KER 

results from the predissociation of a single vibrational level. With this interpretation, the 

low KER (-0.03 eV) must involve radiative relaxation as there are no states of atonUc 

oxygen that are separated by -0.9 eV. Thus the viable candidates for the metastable state 
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are Umited to bound valence states having a vibrational level lymg approxUnately 0.9 eV 

above an O + O dissociation asymptote. The calculations of Saxon and Liu^ indicate tíiat 

only tíiree states, l^Ilg, IEJ , and 1 ^Au, satisfy this requUement, as shown in Table 5.2. 

However, tíie 2 Flg state is kinetically coupled to tíie repulsive 1 ^llg state, and tíius is not a 

lUcely candidate for a long Uved state. '̂lO Furtíier analysis wiU be confined to tíie Ẑ (v=0-

6) and 11 Au(v=0-4) states, where tíie range of possible vibrational states is Umited by tíie 

observed 0.9 eV KER and the stated accuracy of tíie potential curves. At fu-st sight these 

possibUities might seem less than ideal because, according to the calculations,^ electron 

transfer to either state would be expected to be inhibited by energy defects (-1 eV and -2 

eV for 1 ̂ Au and ^I^, respectively) and R^ values significantly larger than that of tíie ion. 

However, the fact that high vibrational excitation in the ion favors metastable production 

mitigates these problems somewhat. 

The double sUt experiment indicates that the relative importance of the 

predissociative (ei) and radiative (e^) relaxation pathways depends strongly on the O2 

isotopic composition. Defining the ratio of the KER delta functions used in the analysis 

(equation (5.17)) as R=ei/e2=kp/kr, where kp=predissociative rate and kr=radiative rate 

(R32=20±5, and R36=3±0.5), the radiative Ufetime (Xr) and the predissociative Ufetime (Xp) 

of the two isotopomers can be determined usmg: 

^ = ^ = ^ (5.18a) 

Xj. = ̂  = x(R+l). (5.18b) 
^r 

Solving for the Ufetimes leads to: 

Xp(32) = 0.12(±0.01)ns 

Xr(32) = 2.31 (±0.66) îs 

Xp(36) = 0.65(±0.11)|is 

Xr(36) = 2.06(±0.39) |is. 
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Table 5.2 Identification of candidate electronic states 

Electronic Statê  

2 ^ig 

2^ng 

1 Âu 
2^Ag 

^u 

i ' n g 
2^ng 

3X 

Predissociation Range Candidate? 

i_n^ 

1.456-1.967 eV no 

0.857 - 3.935 eV yes 

1.063 - 3.935 eV yes 

1.531-3.935 eV no 

0.569-6.157 eV yes 

bound by fu'st dissociation limit no 

1.640 - 1.967 eV no 

1.820-1.967 eV no 

1.722 - 3.935 eV no 

1.539-6.157 eV no 

^ Data from Saxon and Liu.^ 
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WhUe Xr(32) and Xr(36) are equal within experimental error, which is expected for radiation 

to a continuum, Xp(36)/Xp(32) = 5.4(±1). This dramatic mass effect provides furtíier 

evidence that a single vibrational level is responsible for tíie observed metastable O2 

molecules. 

Because the production and Ufetime of the metastable state show no significant 

dependence on the ion source temperature and hence the OJ rotational state distribution, it 

is likely that the predissociation is induced by a J-independent spin type interaction. 

According to the calculations of Saxon and Liu^, the Ẑu state can be predissociated by the 

3^1i^ and 5^11^ states of O2, and the 1 Â̂  state can be predissociated by the 2,3,4^11^ and 

23AU states of O2. AU of these predissociations are of the spin-orbU type.22 Within the 

Bom-Oppenheimer approximation, spin-orbit coupling between bound and continuum 

stales is govemed by the interaction matrix element^^: 

Hvj;Ej = <(t)l(r,R)5Cv,j(R)IHsol(t)2(r,R)5CE,j(R)> (5.20) 

where (j)i(r,R) and (í)2(r,R) are tíie electronic wave-functions for the bound and repulsive 

states respectively, ^Cyj(R) and XE,J(R) are tíie nuclear wave-functions for tíie bound and 

repulsive states respectively, and Hso is the spin-orbU operator. Performing tíie integral 

over the electronic coordinates gives: 

Hv,j;E,J = <5CV,J(R)IHSO(R)I5CE,J(R)> (5-21) 

where: 

Hso(R) = <(|)l(r,R)IHsol<})2(r,R)>- (5-22) 

Taylor expandmg Hso(R) about tíie point of mtersection between the two potential curves 

(Rc) yields: 
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Hso(R) = Hso(Rc) + ^"^"^^^ 
aR R 

(R-Rc) + . . . (5.23) 
c 

Substituting the first-order expansion from (5.23) into (5.21), ignoring centrifugal 

distortion (i.e., Xv,J = 5Cv,o and XE,J == XE,O) and squaring HV,J;E,J leads to: 

Hv,J;E,J = [Hso(Rc)]^ |<5CV(R)I5CE(R)>P. (5.24) 

Application of tíie golden mle^^ leads to: 

1 271 |<%V(R)I5CE(R)>P [HSO(RC)]' 

Xp 
(5.25) 

Therefore m this approxUnation the entUe mass effect is carried in the Franck-Condon 

Factor (FCF = |<5CV(R)I5CE(R)>| ). Thus to narrow tíie list of possible electronic states 

further the FCF's between the fu-st several vibrational levels of the ^EJ and 1 Âu states 

with the repulsive states tíiat could predissociate them, Ulustrated in Figure 5.10, were 

calculated. The bound curve wave-functions (5Cv(R)) were approximated by the solutions 

to a Morse potential, with Re and Cûe taken from the predictions of Saxon and Liu.^ De was 

detemUned by requiring the energy of the vibrational level to be the experimentally 

determined 0.9 eV above the predissociation limit The unbound nuclear wave-functions 

(XE(R)) were generated by dUect integration of the nuclear Schrôdinger equation. The 

initial values for X and d5C/dR were determined from the WKB solutions to the Schrôdmger 

equation in the classicaUy forbidden region of the potential, given by: 

X(R) = exp[-f ^ ̂ { 2m[U(R')-E]} 1/2] (5.26a) 

J I (R) = {2m[U(R)-E]} 1/2 X(R) (5.26b) 

where E is tiie energy of tíie unbound wave-function (E=U(RE)). Continuous potential 

energy curves for the unbound states were generated from a cubic splUie fit of the 
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Figure 5.10 Potential energy curves for the IXJ and 1 lA^ states with aU of the 
electronic states which can predissociate them. 
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calculations of Saxon and Liu,6 adjusted such that tíieU asymptotic energies agreed witíi tíie 

experUnentaUy known atomic state separations. The calculated wave-functions were 

energy normaUzed using tíie values of X and dX/dR m tíie asymptotic region of tíie potential 

curve. Shown m Figure 5.11 is a graphical representation of tíie wave-functions calculated 

using this technique. Out of the 34 bound-free FCF calculated ( l l (v=0-6) ~ Ŝ Zu and 

53nu; llAu(v=0-4) - 2,3,43nu and ^^A^) only tiie llAu(v=2) -- 23AU F C F varied 

significantly with mass as shown in Figure 5.12. By adjusting the relative positions of tíie 

1 lAu and 2^^^ curves by -0.017 Å (a value weU witíiin the reported range of error for the 

potential curves^), tíie ̂ ^o^/^^o^ FCF ratio could be made to quantitatively account for the 

observed Xp(36)/Xp(32) ratio of 5.4. Substitutmg tíie experimentally determmed 

predissociative UfetUnes and the calculated FCF's into equation (5.25) leads to Hso(l ̂ Au -

23AU) = 9 ( ± 1 ) cm-1, where the uncertainty mcorporates experUnental uncertainties in KER 

and Xp(36)/Xp(32) as weU as tíieoretical uncertamty in Cûe. Additionally, for 1 lA^ (v=2) to 

account for the 0.9 eV release requUes tíiat tíie tíieoretical De be increased by 0.38 eV; a 

value that is larger tíian the average error (0.20 eV) and smaller than the largest error (0.42 

eV) of those calculations.^ 

Witíi Hso estabUshed, equation (5.25) yields a value of Xp(34)=7.5(±3) |is, which 

when combined with Xr=2.2(±0.3) |is (the average of Xr(32) and Xr(36)) generates 

X34=1.75(±0.5) |is. This lifetime and branching ratio ei/e^^tr^^^^/Xp^^^) can be used with 

the "̂̂ 02 data to provide two mdependent checks on the consistency of tíie analysis. FUst, 

the ^ 0 2 lifetime and KER distribution were used in equation (5.14a) to sUnulate the ^O^ 

double sUt profile with no adjustable parameters. The result, shown in Figure 5.6, 

quantitatively accounts for the observed intensity distribution and indicates that the absence 

of the wing stmcture is a consequence of the increased Ufetime and diminished importance 

of KERi relative to 32,36o2. Second, the ^O^ lifetUne and KER distribution were used to 
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Figure 5.12 Calculated 1 ̂ Â  ~ 2%^ Franck-Condon overiap as a function of 
reduced mass for the first five vibrational states of 11 Au. 
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correct tíie smgle sUt 1^(3^02) data with the resulting I ^ (^^o^) leading to the self-

consistent value of Xcorr(34) = 1.6(±0.3) ̂ is. Because this lifetime is a substantial fraction 

of tíie fUght time to the detector, the large central mtensity of tíie ̂ O^ smgle sUt profUe is a 

consequence of undissociated molecules and dissociations occurring near tíie detector. 

These two checks of the analysis show tíiat the parameters derived from the analysis of 

only tíie 32,36o2 data are consistent witíi the ^^Q^ data and provide strong support for tíie 

identification of tíie metastable state as 11 Â  (v=2). 

5.4.1 Ab Initio 

A small spm-orbU coupUng constant for 1 lA^ ~ 2^^^ can be reasonable only if the 

states do not have a dommant electronic configuration in common.22 This point can be 

addressed tíieoreticaUy by usmg calculated configuration interaction (CI) coefficients for the 

two states and the relationship: 

Hso(R) = X C^^"(R) cJ^u(R) (CSF^^"IHSOICSF|^"> (5.27) 
i j j j 

to estimate Hso(R). C. ̂ " is the CI coefficient for tíie ̂ Â  state in configuration i and C^^" 

is the CI coefficient for the lA^ state in configuration j . Ab initio calculations were 

performed with GAMESS92 using Dunning's^^ triple zeta valence basis set augmented by 

one d-type function (^=1.28) and one sp-type diffuse function (^=0.0845). A relatively 

small CI space that included a frozen core of four doubly occupied orbitals (lo? loj 2oi 

2GU), with the remaining electrons distributed in the 3ag 3au IJtu l^g valence space was 

chosen for two reasons: (1) Eliminating virtual orbitals from the CI space minimized 

ambiguities in the interpretatíon of CI coefficients arising from the unavoidable nUxing of 

configurations differing in A by an even integer (e.g., X, A, F or 11, O) in the GAMESS92 

CI routUie. And (2) the matrix elements in equation (5.27) can be estUnated readUy only 

for valence orbitals. Within this lUnited CI space there are six configurations, Usted in the 
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fu-st column of Table 5.3, that can give rise to l'^A^ electronic states. The CSF's for the 

l'^A- states were contammated witíi ^^^l^ functions, rendering theU CI coefficients 

unusable. The degenerate partner CSF, l'^A^, contained only A character aUowing these 

CI coefficients to be used m estUnating Hso-

5.4.2 Spin-OrbU Coupling between 1 lA^ and 2 ^A^ 

The spin-orbit HamUtonian for the fixed nuclei approximation has been given by 

Van Vleck24 as: 

a2 
Hso — 2 ^ 3^1iA-Si + ^ l i B - S i - ^ Z . - y [rij X pi(Si-H 2sj)] (5.28) 

îA îB -I ^̂ ^̂ iA 

where a is the fme structure constant, i and j refer to electrons, li is the orbital angular 

momentum of electron i about nucleus K, and ri refers to the distance of tiie i electron 

from nucleus K. It has been shown^^ that aU ri can be referred to a single origin, and by 

neglecting the contribution of spin-other-orbit interaction between unpaUed electrons Hso 

can be written as an effective one electron operator: 

Hso = 2âli.Si (5.29a) 
1 

âli = X ^ ^ l i K (5.29b) 

li-Si = liz-Siz + 2 ^t^ "̂  ' î̂̂  (5.29c) 

where â operates only on the radial portion of tiie wave-function. For tiie fu-st four 

configurations m Table 5.3 substitution of equation (5.29a) Uito equation (5.27) results in 

Hso beUig the algebraic combinations of (TCglâlTig) and (TCulâlTiu) Usted m the second colunm 

of Table 5.3. The value of these matrix elements were estUnated as (T glâlJtg) = 184 cm"l 

and (TCulâÍTiu) = 1 0 8 cm-l based on the experimentaUy determmed spin orbit splitting 
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Table 5.3. Electron configurations and matrix elements 
relevant to 1 lA^ -- 2̂ Au spin-orbit interaction 

1'3AU configuration KCSF^^" IHSOICSF;^" ) | 

Oĝ TCu^TCgSauO 2 KTtglâlTtg) - (TlulâlTCu)} 

OgOjtû TCĝ Oû  2 KîtglâlTig) - (TtulâlTtu)} 

Oĝ TCû TCglOû  2 t<^g'âl^g) + (^ulâlTtu)} 

Og^TtulTCg^u^ 2 HTCglâlTCg) + (TCulâlTtu)} 

Ogl7tu%2aul A[2Ag(Og7t2)] - A[2Au(Ou7t2)]a 

OglTtuVOu^ A[2Ag(Og7l2)]-A[2Au(Ou7l2)] 

aA[2Ag(Og7ig2)] denotes the A value (as described in the text) that 
arises from the Og7ig2 configuration. 
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constants (A) of the F^Du, v=0 and A' ^A ,̂ v=6 states of O2, respectively.26.27 por the last 

two configurations in Table 5.3, the matrix elements of IÍ-SÍ vanish so that the fuU Hso 

(equation (5.28)) must be used. FoUowing tiie approach of Lefebvre-Brion and Bessis28 

Hso for tíie last two configurations are given in terms of tíie ^A spm orbit splitting constants 

listed in Table 5.3. Although these A values are expected to be small and comparable, tíiey 

are not readUy estimated from available O2 spectroscopy. Instead the magnitudes of tíie last 

two Hso matrix elements were taken to be 2 cm-l based on the calculated A value for the B' 

2A, V=0 state of N028 that arises from an analogous 07t2 configuratíon. 

Hso(R) can now be estimated by substitution of the estUnated values of tíie matrix 

elements (taken to be R mdependent) and the calculated CI coefficients in a phase consistent 

manner into equation (5.27). This resuU and the individual contribution of each 

configuration to Hso(R) is shown m Figure 5.13. Altíiough the fact that a single 

configuration accounts for -65% of Hso mitigates somewhat the effects of the 

approximations used in the calculation, the excellent agreement between the experimental 

and senU-empirical value for Hso must be considered fortuitous. Nevertheless, the 

significance of the comparison is the demonstration that the experimentaUy detemUned Hso 

is reasonable. 

5.4.3 Radiative Pathways 

The calculations of Saxon and Liu^ predict 1 ̂ Au -> â Ag and 1 lA^ ^ 1 lllg as tiie 

two possible dipole allowed radiative relaxation channels for tiie 11Au state. Because 

neither of these transitions would be expected to give rise to the observed KER distribution, 

the corresponding transition moments must be smaUer than that usuaUy associated with an 

aUowed transitíon if the metastable is to be identified as the 11 A^ state. The 11 Au —> alAg 
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Figure 5.13 SpUi-orbit coupling between the l̂ Au and ^̂ A^ states as a function of 
R. The Unes are the result of semi-empirical calculations for the six 
configurations as denoted. The point is from experimental data. 
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would be dominantiy a 7Cg -^ 7Cu transition where 7Cg and 7Cu are molecular orbitals that can 

be written as a sum of contributions from p and d atomic oxygen orbitals: 

7Cg = Cpp7Cg + Cdd7Cg (5.30a) 

7Cu = Cpp7Cu + Cdd7Cu (5.30b) 

where Cp, Cd, Cp, and Cd are the p and d atomic oxygen orbital coefficients for 7Cg and 7Cu 

molecular orbitals, respectively. Because the transition moment (7Cul|il7Cg) vanishes m tíiis 

approximation if Cd and Cd are zero, the transition is aUowed only to the extent that oxygen 

atomic d orbitals contribute to the valence 7C molecular orbitals. Considering that tíie fu-st 

state of atomic oxygen witíi a configuration contaiiUng a d orbital is -12 eV above the 

ground state,29 tíie d orbital contribution (and hence the transitíon moment) would be 

expected to be smaU. The smaU transition moment, together with unfavorable FCF's, 

would also account for the lack of spectroscopic evidence for the 1 Â̂  state despite 

extensive spectroscopic investigatíons involving the â Ag state.20 

To assess the importance of the 1 Âu —^ 1 iHg radiative relaxation pathway, the 

Einstein A coefficient was calculated, which for spontaneous eirUssion to an unbound state 

is given by^^ 

A(E) = ^ ^ K5CEI|Í(R)I5CV>P (5.31a) 

Xr-l=ÍAdE (5.31b) 

where ^(R) is the transition dipole^l as a function of R. Calculation of ^(R) was 

complicated by tfie mixUig of two of the l n | CSF's with 1<I>* CSF's. Fortunately, 

however, the transition dipole matrix elements for these iflg CSF's vanish with all six lA" 

CSF's and neither of these two l n | CSF's were the donUnant configuration of the 1 iRg 

state. Thus it was judged that an acceptable approxUnation to A(E) could be calculated by 

setting the CI coefficients of the mixed lng/l<I>g CSF's to zero. With this approximation. 
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the Emstein A coefficient was calculated as a function of E, shown m Figure 5.14, and then 

integrated over E to obtain Xr = 16 seconds for 1 lA^ (v=2)^ 1 iHg. WhUe transition 

moments are difficult to calculate reUably, tíie value obtaUied is many orders of magnitude 

larger tíian tíie experUnental Ufetíme, and tíius it can be concluded tíiat radiative relaxation to 

the 1 lllg state is not an Unportant relaxation patiiway for the 11 Au state. 

Because tíiere are no other dipole aUowed radiative transitions of tíie 1 ̂ Â  state, tíie 

possibiUty tíiat the Xr = 2.2 ^s process arises from a smglet-triplet transition was 

considered. Inspection of the potential curves of Saxon and Liu^ mdicate tíiat there are two 

triplet states, ^^rig and 3^11 ,̂ which might be reasonably expected to result in KER 

~0.03eV followmg a radiative transition from the 1 lAu state (Figure 5.15). Calculation of 

the radiative transition probabUity for these transitions was attempted, however the ^Ug 

CSF's were so mixed with ^Og CSF's that no meanUigful CI coefficients could be 

extracted using GAMESS92. Thus the detailed nature of tíie radiative relaxation pathway 

remains an open question. 

5.5 Conclusions 

This study has provided evidence for a new high energy metastable state of O2. 

Coupling the experUnental results with ab initio calculations of various spin-orbit 

interactions and radiatíve transition rates involvmg a number of excited states has provided 

strong argimients for the identification of the state as the v=2 level of the previously 

unobserved 1 Âu state that adiabaticaUy dissociates to 0(lD) + 0(lD). In Ught of this 

identification, the role of vibrational excitation in the precursor ion m promotmg formation 

of the metastable state can be rationaUzed in three ways. FUst, because the R̂  of O^ 

(X^rig) is more than 0.4 Å shorter than the Re of O2 (1 ^Au), tíie higher vibrational levels of 
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Figure 5.14 The Einstein A coefficient as a function of radiative energy for the 
llAu(v=2) -> llRg transition. 
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tiie ion wiU have a substantially larger Franck-Condon factor with tíie 11Au state tíian w Ul 

tíie low vibratíonal levels. Second, production of tiie llAu(v=2) state by O^ (X-Ug^/K 

electron transfer is a nearly resonant process for ions with v=4-5. A tíiUd more subtle 

effect is revealed by a detaUed consideration of the electronic configurations of tíie two 

states. ApproxUnately 50% of the character of tíie 11 A^ state consists of tíie o | ^ 7t| 

configuration that differs from the dominant configuration of the ion (Og TtJ Ttg) by a two 

electron transition. However, the contribution of the ^llg (o | ^ 7c|) configuration, which 

differs from the Âu (Og ^ 7c|) configuration by a one electron transition, increases from 

6-20% as the intemuclear separation of the ion mcreases from the Re of the ion to tiie Re of 

the 11 Au state. Therefore high vibrational states of the ion contain more of the electron 

configuration that can readUy produce the 1 lA^ state in an electron transfer reaction, thus 

aUowing for erUianced production of the metastable species. 

The lifetimes of the other low vibrational states can be estimated by equation (5.25) 

and the calculated FCF's (Figure 5.9) to be five to ten nanoseconds, suggesting that high 

quality, weU resolved spectroscopy of the 11 A^ state should be obtainable. Comparing 

these lifetimes with the 'hard sphere' coUision time of -0.16 ns at one atm. and 300 K 

raises the mtriguing possibUity that O2 (1 ̂ Au) could survive long enough to undergo 

chemistry under atmospheric conditions. Considering the 1 ̂ Au state contains 

approximately 8 eV of Uitemal energy, such chemistry may weU be unprecedented. 
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APPENDDC 

COMPUTER CODES 

Code for Modelling tíie Double Slit Data 

PROGRAM MODEL 
C This program models the mtensity captured by the detector foUowing metastable 
C productíon and decay. It accounts for the amount cut off by the height of the 
C detector, tíie height of the beam, and tíie widtíi of the beam. 
C 
C PARAMETER LIST 
C PI - usual and customary meaning 
C N — used for dimensioning arrays 
C Ll - total distance to detector from neutraUzation point 
C L2 ~ distance to detector from last Umiting sUt 
C ECM ~ energy of the center of mass 
C XM1 - mass of the detected fragment 
C XM2 - mass of the other ft-agment 
C AO ~ "Gaussian" width of the beam 
C YOMAX, YOMIN - distances after which the Gaussian is taken to be zero 
C SW - widtii of last lUniting sUt 
C 
C ARRAY UST 
C B ~ holding array for integral values 
C BVAL - holding array for distance values 
C Cl - array for preslit integral values 
C ClVAL - array for preslit distance values 
C C2 - array for postslit integral values 
C C2VAL - array for postslit distance values 
C Dl - array for presUt convolved integral values 
C D1VAL - array for preslit convolved distance values 
C D2 ~ array for postsUt convolved integral values 
C D2VAL - array for postslit convolved distance values 
C G - array for Gaussian value for non-dissociated contribution 
C GVAL - array for Gaussian distance values 
C FF - array for final model mtegral values 
C FVAL - array for fmal model distance values 
C CP - holds the coefficient values generated by SPLINE 
C VAL - holds the function and Ist and 2nd derivative values from SPLVAL 
C R - hold the Y values that correspond to experimental data points. 
C 
C COMMON BLOCKS 
C COM1 - variables common to MODEL, PREFNC and POSTFNC 
C COM2 - variables common to MODEL, GFNC, and AREA 
C 
C NUMBER OF STEPS FORINTEGRALS 
C NX - # of steps for Xo integration 
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C NY - # of steps in Y around Xo and Z mtegrations 
C lYEXTRA - # of extra steps to take at s m ^ Y (function changes quickly 
C here, extra points help SPLINE) 
C NZ - # of steps in Z to evaluate before spUne fit. 
C IZEXTRA - # of extra steps to take in Z at smaU Y 
C NZl - # of steps taken to integrate out Z 
C NUMR - # of expt data points at which model is evaluated 
C NYO - # of steps in Gaussian convolution integral 
C NA - # of steps m area under curve mtegral 
C NY2 - # of points used to evaluate convolutions before spline fit 

C LOOP VARL\BLES 
C ITAU - used to vary lifetime 
C IFE - used to vary fragmentation energy 
C lY - used to vary Y throughout program 
C IZ - used to vary Z throughout program 
C IR — used to read in R values from data file 
C IXO - used to vary Xo in PREFNC and POSTFNC 
C lYO - used to vary Yo during Gaussian convolution in GFNC 
C I - used to step through integration m AREA 
C IFLAG - flags whether extra steps are taken at smaU Y 
C 
C PHYSICAL VARL\BLES 
C XD ~ half height of detector in 
C TAU - Ufetime being modeUed 
C TAUS - starting Ufetime 
C XOMIN ~ nUnUnum value of Xo, where Xo=0 is center of detector 
C XOMAX - maximum value of Xo 
C FE - fi-agmentation energy being modeUed 
C VCM - velocity of center of mass 
C VT ~ VCM*TAU 
C YIA - integrated area under a function 
C SLITMIN - nUnimum value of last lUniting sUt measured from Xo=0 
C SLITM AX - maximum value of last lUniting sUt 
C TOP - cutoff for top of beam 
C BOTTOM ~ cutoff for bottom of beam 
C FRAC - fraction of beam making it through last Umiting sUt 
C XMR - ratio of mass of detected fragment to mass of other fragment 
C XMT - total mass of fragments 
C C - conversion factor between A and Z coordmate systems 
C FLT - flight tUne based on VCM and Ll 
C YSTEP - presUt step size in Y 
C PYSTEP - postsUt step size m Y 
C YMAX - largest Y value from presUt dissociations 
C PYMAX - largest Y value from postslit dissociations 
C Z - Z value (dissociation position) during Uitegration 
C ZH ~ half step back from Z value (used for SUnpson's mtegration) 
C ZMIN - nUiUmum Z value 
C ZMAX - maximum Z value 
C ZSTEP - step size m Z tiiroughout integration 
C 
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C VARIABLES IN CALLED FUNCTIONS 
C XO — Xo value during integration 
C XOH - half step back from XO 
C XOSTEP ~ step size in Xo value 
C XUL - upper limU of Xo possible 
C XLL - lower limit of Xo possible 
C YO ~ Yo value during Gaussian convolution 
C YOH - half step back from YO 
C Pl, P2 - part one and part two of PRE- and POSTVAL integral evaluations 
C SF - fuU step value m AREA mtegration 
C SH - half step value in AREA integration 

C GENERIC VARIABLES USED IN ALL SIMPSON'S INTEGRATIONS 
C (They are re-zeroed before each use) 
C FMIN - functional value at step zero 
C FMAX - functional value at step N in an N step integration 
C F - functional value at fuU step 
C PF - functional value at half step 
C ACC ~ accimiulator of fuU step values 
C PACC - accumulator of half step values 
C 
C WHAT EACHINTEGRATION DOES 
C Xo integral integrates through height of beam or height of last limiting sUt, 
C whichever is more Umiting 
C Z integrates out probabUity of dissociation at a certain point in time 
C Yo integrates though width of beam (convolution) 
C Y integral yields fmal I(y) functional value 
C 
C CALLED FUNCTIONS 
C -PREFNC -
C Evaluates Xo integral in preslit region for a given Z and Y 
C CaUed from MODEL. 
C - PREVAL -
C Evaluates functional value of F and PF for PREFNC to do integral 
C Called from PREFNC 
C - POSTFNC -
C Evaluates Xo integral in postsUt region for a given Z and Y 
C CaUed fix)m MODEL 
C - POSTVAL -
C Evaluates functional value of F and PF for POSTFNC to do integral 
C Called from POSTFNC 
C - CONVOLVE ~ 
C Convolves the model signal with the natural Gaussian width of the beam 
C CaUed fix)m MODEL 
C - GFNC -
C Evaluates Gaussian value for a given point 
C CaUed from CONVOLVE 
C - AREA -
C Evaluates are under a ciu-ve 
C CaUedfix)mMODEL 
C 
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C Other subroutines are caUed. They include SPLINE, written by Dr. Gregory 
C Gellene, which spUne fits a curve, and SPLVAL, also written by Dr. Gregory 
C Gellene, which determmes an associated value for a curve previously fit by 
C SPLINE. Those codes are not included. 
C 
C 
c 
C ***** INmALIZE VARIABLES, PARAMETERS, AND ARRAYS ***** 
C 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION L1,L2 
CHARACTER*8 NAME 
PARAMETER (ECM=5000.0D0, L1=.9967D0, L2=.8236625D0) 
PARAMETER (PI=3.141592653589793D0) 
PARAMETER (XM1=17.9992D0, XM2=17.9992D0, AO=1333383.055D0) 
PARAMETER (YOMAX=.002276098255D0, YOMIN=-YOMAX) 
PARAMETER (SW=0.0004D0) 
PARAMETER (N=500) 
DIMENSION B(2,0:N), BVAL(0:N), CP(4,0:N), VAL(0:2) 
DIMENSION C1(2,0:N), C1VAL(0:N), C2(2,0:N), C2VAL(0:N) 
DIMENSION D1(2,0:N), D1VAL(0:N), D2(2,0:N), D2VAL(0:N) 
DIMENSION FF(2,0:N), FVAL(0:N), G(2,0:N), GVAL(0:N), R(N) 
COMMON /COMl/ C,Y,PY,XD,XOMIN,XOMAX,SLITMIN,SLITMAX,F,PF, 

1 ACC,PACC,FMIN,FMAX,NX 
COMMON /C0M2/ CP,VAL 

OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='LPT1') 
OPEN (UNIT=8,FILE=WSERS\KSG\R.DAT') 
PRINT *,'INPUT THE DETECTOR HALF HEIGHT IN mm ' 
READ *, XD 
XD=XD/1000.0D0 
PRINT *,'INPUT XOMININ mm 
READ *, XOMIN 
XOMIN=XOMIN/1000.0D0 
PRINT *,'INPUT XOMAX IN mm 
READ *, XOMAX 
XOMAX=XOMAX/1000.0D0 
PRINT *,'INPUT SLITMIN IN mm 
READ *, SLITMIN 
SLITMIN=SLITMIN/1000.0D0 
PRINT *,'INPUT SLITMAX IN mm 
READ *, SLITMAX 
SLITMAX=SLITMAX/1000.0D0 
PRINT *,'INPUT THE LIFETIME STARTIN us 
READ *, TAUS 
TAUS=TAUS*1.0D-6 
PRINT *,'NY? 
READ*,NY 
PRINT *,'IYEXTRA? ' 
READ *,IYEXTRA 
PRINT *,'NZ? 
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READ *, NZ 
PRINT *,'IZEXTRA? ' 
READ *, IZEXTRA 
PRINT *,'NY2? 
READ *, NY2 
PRINT *,'NX? 
READ *, NX 
PRINT *,'NZI? 
READ *, NZI 
PRINT *,'NYO? 
READ *, NYO 
PRINT *,'NA? 
READ *, NA 
READ (8,*) NUMR 
D0 9IR=1,NUMR 

READ (8,*) R(IR) 
RaR)=RaR)/1000.0D0 

9 CONTINUE 

XMT=XM1-HXM2 
XMR=XM1/XM2 
VCM=DSQRT((ECM*2.0D6)/(XMT*.010363D0)) 
TOP=DMEsí 1 (XOM AX,SLITM AX) 
BOTTOM=DMAXl (XOMIN,SLITMIN) 
FRAC=(TOP-BOTTOM)/(XOMAX-XOMIN) 
DOlllITAU=0,l 

TAU=TAUS-HO. 10D-6*DBLE(ITAU) 
FLT=L1/VCM 
VT=VCM*TAU 

DO 1 IFE=0,2,1 
IF (IFE.EQ.O) THEN 

FE=.90D0 
ELSEIF aFE.EQ.l) THEN 

FE=0.03D0 
ELSE 

FE=0.01D0 
ENDIF 

C 
Q ***** SET UP MAXIMUM VALUES OF VAIUABLES DEPENDENT ON FE ***** 
C 

C=DTANa)ASINa)SQRTa^*XMR/ECM))) 
WRITE(10,2) TAU*1.0D6,FE 

2 FORMAT(lX,'TAU= '̂ FlO.̂ '̂us FE= ',F12.5,'eV') 
Z=L1-HVT*(-20.0D0) 
IF (Z.LE.L2) THEN 

YMAX=DMINl(SW-i-L2*C,Ll *C) 
ELSE 

YMAX=DMIN1(SW-HL2*C,L1*C,Z*SW/(Z-L2)) 
ENDIF 
PYMAX=L2*C 
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YSTEP=YMAX/DBLE(NY) 
PYSTEP=PYMAX/DBLE(NY) 

C 
C ***** VARY Y OUTSIDE XO AND ZINTEGRALS, ***** 
C***** TAKE SMALL STEPS AT SMALL Y ***** 
C 

DO 60 IY=NY,-IYEXTRA,-1 
PRINT *,ITAU,' OUT OF 8',IFE,' OUT OF 3',NY-IY,' OUT OF 25' 
IF (lY.NE.NY) THEN 

IF aV.GT.O) THEN 
PY=PYSTEP*DBLEaY) 
Y=YSTEP*DBLEaY) 

ELSE 
PY=PYSTEP*(2.0D0**aY-l)) 
Y=YSTEP*(2.0D0**(IY-1)) 

ENDIF 
C 
C ***** EVALUATE XO AND ZINTEGRALS IN PRESLIT REGION ***** 
C 

ZMIN=DMAX1(Y/C,L2) 
IF (Y.LE.SW) THEN 

ZMAX=L1 
ELSE 

ZMAX=DMINia^l,L2*Y/(Y-SW)) 
ENDIF 

ZSTEP=(ZMAX-ZMIN)/DBLEasíZ) 
IF (ZMAX.LE.ZMIN) THEN 

C1 (2,IY-HlYEXTRA)=0.0D0 
ELSE 

IF (Y/CEQ.L2) THEN 
BVAL(0)=L2 
B(1,0)=BVAL(0) 
B(2,0)=FRAC*(1.0D0/(2.0D0*Y)) 

ELSE 
IF (ZMIN.EQ.L2) THEN 

BVAL(0)=L2 
B(1,0)=BVAL(0) 
B(2,0)=POSTFNC(L2) 

ELSE 
IF (Y.LT.ZMIN*(SW/(ZMIN-L2))) THEN 

BVAL(0)=ZMIN 
B(1,0)=BVAL(0) 
B(2,0)=FRAC*(1.0D0/(2.0D0*Y)) 

ELSE 
B(1,0)=ZMIN 
BVAL(0)=B(1,0) 
B(2,0)=0.0D0 

ENDIF 
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ENDIF 
ENDIF 
DO40IZ=l,NZ,l 

Z=ZMIN-i-ZSTEP*DBLEaZ) 
BVALaZ)=Z 
B(1,IZ)=BVAL(IZ) 
B(2,IZ)=PREFNC(Z) 

40 CONTINUE 
C 
C ***** SPLINE HT RESULTS AND DO YINTEGRAL IN PRESLIT REGION ***** 
C 

CALL SPLINE (NZ-hl,B,CP) 
ACC=O.ODO 
PACC=O.ODO 
CALL SPLVAL (ZMIN,NZ-f-l,BVAL,CP,VAL) 
IF (VAL(O).LT.O.ODO) THEN 

WRITE( 10,55) IY,ZMIN,VAL(0) 
55 F0RMAT(1X,'IY=',I3,' Z=',F12.7,' VAL(0)=',F12.7) 

ENDIF 
FMIN=V AL(0) *DEXP((ZMIN-L 1 )/VT) 
CALL SPLVAL (ZMAX,NZ-hl,BVAL,CP,VAL) 
IF (VAL(O).LT.O.ODO) THEN 

WRITE(10,55) IY,Z,VAL(0) 
ENDIF 
FMAX=VAL(0)*DEXP((ZMAX-L1)/VT) 
ZSTEP=(ZMAX-ZMIN)/DBLEavrZI) 
DO 50 IZ=1,NZI,1 

Z=ZMIN-i-ZSTEP*DBLEaZ) 
ZH=Z-0.5D0*ZSTEP 
CALL SPLVAL (Z,NZ-hl,BVAL,CP,VAL) 
IF (VAL(0).LT.O.ODO) THEN 

WRITE(10,55) IY,Z,VAL(0) 
ENDIF 
F=VAL(0)*DEXP((Z-L1)/VT) 
CALL SPLVAL (ZH,NZ-hl,BVAL,CP,VAL) 
IF (VAL(O).LT.O.ODO) THEN 

WRITE(10,55) IY,Z,VAL(0) 
ENDIF 
PF=VAL(0)*DEXP((ZH-L1)/VT) 
ACC=ACC-HF 
PACC=PACC-t-PF 

50 CONTINUE 
C1 (2,IY-hIYEXTRA)=(ZSTEP/(6.0D0* VT))* 

1 (FMIN-FMAX-h2.0D0*ACC-j4.0D0*PACC) 
ENDIF 
Cl(l,IY-i-IYEXTRA)=Y 
ClVALaY-HlYEXTRA)=Cl(l,IY-hIYEXTRA) 

C 
Q ***** EVALUATE XO AND ZINTEGRALSIN POSTSLIT REGION ***** 
C 

ZMIN=PY/C 
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IF (ZMIN.GE.L2.OR.DEXP((L2-Ll)/VT).LE.1.0D-30) THEN 
C2(2,IY-hIYEXTRA)=0.0D0 

ELSE 
ZSTEP=(L2-ZMIN)/DBLEavíZ) 
BVAL(0)=ZMIN 
B(1,0)=BVAL(0) 
B(2,0)=1.0D0/(2.0D0*PY) 
IF (PY/PYMAX.LE.0.05D0) THEN 

IFLAG=IZEXTRA 
DO10IZ=l,IZEXTRA,l 

Z=ZMIN-HZSTEP/(2.0D0* *aZEXTRA-IZ-H 1)) 
BVALaZ)=Z 
B(1,IZ)=BVAL(IZ) 
B(2,IZ)=P0STFNC(Z) 

10 CONTINUE 
ELSE 

IFLAG=0 
ENDIF 
DO20IZ=l,NZ,l 

Z=ZMIN-HZSTEP*DBLEaZ) 
BVALaZ-hIFLAG)=Z 
B( 1 ,IZ-HlFLAG)=B V ALaZ-HlFLAG) 
B(2,IZ-í-IFLAG)=POSTFNC(Z) 

20 CONTINUE 
C 
C ***** SPLINE FIT RESULTS AND DO YINTEGRALIN POSTSLIT REGION **** 
C 

CALL SPLINE (NZ-HIFLAG-K1,B,CP) 
ACC=0.0D0 
PACC=O.ODO 
CALL SPLVAL (ZMIN,NZ-+-IFLAG-H1,BVAL,CP,VAL) 
FMIN=VAL(0)*DEXP((ZMIN-L1)/VT) 
CALL SPLVAL (L2,NZ-fIFLAG-f-l,BVAL,CP,VAL) 
FMAX=VAL(0)*DEXP(a^2-Ll)/VT) 
ZSTEP=a^2-ZMIN)/DBLEaíZI) 
DO 30 IZ=1,NZI,1 

Z=ZMIN-hZSTEP*DBLEaZ) 
ZH=Z-0.5D0*ZSTEP 
CALL SPLVAL (Z,NZ-HIFLAG-H1,BVAL,CP,VAL) 
F=VAL(0)*DEXP((Z-L1)/VT) 
CALL SPLVAL (ZH,NZ-HlFLAG-hl,BVAL,CP,VAL) 
PF=VAL(0)*DEXP((ZH-L1)/VT) 
ACC=ACC-HF 
PACC=PACC-t-PF 

30 CONTINUE 
C2(2,IY- IYEXTRA)=(ZSTEP/(6.0D0*VT))* 

1 (FMIN-FMAX-i-2.0D0*ACC-f4.0D0*PACC) 
ENDIF 
C2VALaY-HlYEXTRA)=PY 
C2(l ,IY-HlYEXTRA)=C2VALaY-hIYEXTRA) 

ELSE 
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C1 (1 ,IY-hIYEXTRA)=YSTEP*DBLEaY) 
C1V ALa Y-f IYEXTRA)=C 1 (1 ,IY- I YEXTRA) 
C1 (2,IY-hIYEXTRA)=0.0D0 
C2(l,IY-hIYEXTRA)=PYSTEP*DBLEaYj 
C2V ALa Y-HlYEXTRA)=C2( 1 ,IY-hI YEXTRA) 
C2(2,IY-hIYEXTRA)=0.0D0 

ENDIF 
60 CONTINUE 

C 
c ***** CONVOLVE w r m GAUSSL^N BEAM WIDTH ***** 
c 

YSTEP=(YMAX-HY0MAX)/DBLE(NY2) 
WRITE (10,300) 
DO110IY=0,NY2,l 

Y=YSTEP*DBLEaY) 
D1(1,IY)=Y 
DlVALaY)=Dl(l,IY) 
D1 (2,IY)=C0NV0L VE(C 1V AL,C 1 ,NY-hIYEXTRA-H 1 ,NYO, YM AX) 

1 *DSQRT(AO/PI) 
D2(1,IY)=D1(1,IY) 
D2VALaY)=Dl(l,IY) 
IF a)EXP(a.2-Ll)/VT).LE.1.0D-30) THEN 

D2(2,IY)=0.0D0 
ELSE 

D2(2,IY)=CONVOLVE(C2 V AL,C2,NY-hIYEXTRA-H 1, 
1 NYO,PYMAX)*DSQRT(AO/PD 

ENDIF 
C 
C ***** CALCULATE UNDISSOCL^TED SIGNAL CONTRIBUTION ***** 
C 

G(1,IY)=Y 
G(2,IY)=DSQRT(AO/PD*a)EXP(-AO*Y*Y))*DEXP(-FLT/TAU) 
GVALC[Y)=G(1,IY) 

C 
C ***** CALCULATE TOTAL MODEL RESULT ***** 
C 

FF(l,n^)=Dl(l,IY) 
FVALaY)=FF(l,IY) 
FF(2,IY)=D 1 (2,IY)-hD2(2,rf )-KJ(2,IY) 
WRITE (10,500) D1(1,IY)*1000.0D0,D1(2,IY),D2(2,IY), 

1 G(2,IY),FF(2,IY) 
110 CONTINUE 
C 
C ***** CALCULATE AREA UNDER EACH CONTRIBUTION ***** 
C 

YIA=AREA(NY2+1,0.0D0, YMAX-HYOM AX,D 1 ,D 1V AL,N A) 
WRTTE (10,400) YIA*2.0D0 
YL\=AREAavrY2-h 1 ,0.0D0,PYMAX-HYOMAX,D2,D 1V AL,NA) 
WRITE (10,400) YL\*2.0D0 
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YL\=DEXP(-FLT/TAU) 
WRTTE (10,400) YIA 
YL\=ARE A(NY2-H 1,0.0D0, YMAX-hYOM AX,FF,FV AL,NA) 
WRITE (10,400) YL\*2.0D0 

400 FORMAT (1X,'AREA UNDER CURVE= ' F12 7) 
300 FORMAT (lX,7X,'Y',10X,'PRESLIT',7X,'POSTSLir, 

1 7X,'GAUSSIAN',7X,'TOTAL') 
500 FORMAT (1X,5(F15.10)) 

WRITE (10,900) 
WRITE (10,700) 

700 F0RMAT(1X,' Y I(Y)') 

C ***** FIND MODEL VALUES CORRESPONDING TO EXPT POINTS ***** 

DO 150 IY=1,NUMR,1 
CALL SPLVAL a)ABS(RaY)),NY2-Hl,FVAL,CP,VAL) 
IF a)ABSa^(IY)).GE.YMAX-hYOMAX) THEN 

VAL(0)=O.ODO 
ENDIF 
WRITE (10,800) RaY)*1000.0D0,VAL(0) 

800 FORMAT (1X,2(F12.7,5X)) 
150 CONTINUE 

WRITE (10,900) 
WRITE (10,900) 

900 FORMAT (IX) 
1 CONTINUE 
111 CONTINUE 

END 

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PREFNC (Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION L2 
PARAMETER a^2=.8236625D0) 
PARAMETER (SW=0.0004D0, PI=3.141592653589793D0) 
COMMON /COMl/ C,Y,PY,XD,XOMIN,XOMAX,SLITMIN,SLITMAX,F,PF, 

ACC,PACC,FMIN,FMAX,NX 
IF (Y.LT.Z*(SW/(Z-L2))) THEN 

XOSTEP=(XOMAX-XOMIN)/DBLE(NX) 
(>DSQRT(Z*Z*C*C-Y*Y) 
FMIN=PREVAL(XOMIN,Q,XD,SLITMAX,SLITMIN,Z) 
FMAX=PREVAL(XOMAX,Q,XD,SLITMAX,SLITMIN,Z) 
ACC=O.ODO 
PACC=O.ODO 
DO 10IXO=1,NX,1 

XO=XOMIN-HXOSTEP*DBLEaXO) 
XOH=XO-0.5D0*XOSTEP 
F=PREVAL(XO,Q,XD,SLITMAX,SLITMIN,Z) 
PF=PREVAL(XOH,Q,XD,SLITMAX,SLITMIN,Z) 
ACC=ACC-HF 
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PACC=PACC-HPF 
10 CONTINUE 

PREFNC=(XOSTEP/(6.0D0*PI*2.0D0*Z*C*(XOMAX-XOMIN)))* 
1 (FMIN-FMAX-h2.0D0*ACC-»4.0D0*PACC) 

RETURN 
ELSE 

PREFNC=0.0D0 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
END 

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PREVAL (X,Q,XD,SLITMAX,SLITMIN.Zj 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION L2 
PARAMETER (L2=0.8236625D0, PI=3.141592653589793D0) 
XSH=((SLITMAX-X)/(Z-L2))*Z-HX 
XSL=((SLITMIN-hX)/(Z-L2))*Z-X 
XUL=DMAXl(DMINl(X-hQ,XSH,XD),-XD) 
XLL=DMIN 1 (DM AX1 (X-Q,XSL,-XD),XD) 
IF (XLL.GE.XUL) THEN 

PREVAL=0.0D0 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
IF (XUL.EQ.X-hQ) THEN 

P1=-0.5D0*PI 
ELSE 

P1 =D ASIN((X-XUL)/Q) 
ENDIF 
IF (XLL.EQ.X-(^ THEN 

P2=0.5D0*PI 
ELSE 

P2=DASIN((X-XLL)/Q) 
ENDIF 
PREVAL=P2-P1 
RETURN 
END 

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION POSTFNC (Z) 
IMPLICrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
PARAMETER (PI=3.141592653589793D0) 
COMMON /COMl/ C,Y,PY,XD,XOMIN,XOMAX,SLITMIN,SLITMAX,F,PF, 

ACC,PACC,FMIN,FMAX,NX 
XOSTEP=(SLITMAX-SLITMIN)/DBLEa^) 
Q=DSQRT(Z*Z*C*C-PY*PY) 
FMIN=POSTVAL(SLITMIN,Q,XD) 
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FMAX=POSTVAL(SLITMAX,Q,XD) 
ACC=O.ODO 
PACC=O.ODO 
DO 10IXO=1,NX,1 

XO=XOMIN-hXOSTEP*DBLEaXO) 
XOH=XO-0.5D0*XOSTEP 
F=POSTVAL(XO,Q,XD) 
PF=POSTVAL(XOH,Q,XD) 
ACC=ACC-hF 
PACC=PACC-i-PF 

10 CONTINUE 
POSTFNC=(XOSTEP/(6.0D0*PI*2.0D0*Z*C*(XOMAX-XOMIN)))* 

1 (FMIN-FMAX-H2.0D0*ACC-h4.0D0*PACC) 
RETURN 
END 

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION POSTVAL (X,Q,XD) 
IMPLICrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
PARAMETER (PI=3.141592653589793D0) 
XLL=DMIN 1 (DM AX1 (X-Q,-XD),XD) 
XUL=DM AX1 (DMJN1 (X-HQ,XD),-XD) 
IF (XLL.EQ.XUL) THEN 

POSTVAL=0.0D0 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
IF (XUL.EQ.X-hQ) THEN 

P1=-0.5D0*PI 
ELSE 

P1=DASIN((X-XUL)/Q) 
ENDIF 
IF (XLL.EQ.X-Q) THEN 

P2=0.5D0*PI 
ELSE 

P2=DASIN((X-XLL)/Q) 
ENDIF 
POSTVAL=P2-Pl 
RETURN 
END 

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION CONVOLVE 
(ARVAL,AR,PTS,NYO,YMAX) 

IMPLICrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
PARAMETER (YOMAX=.002276098255D0, YOMIN=-YOMAX) 
PARAMETER 0^=500) 
DIMENSION AR(2,0:N), ARVAL(0:N), CP(4,0:N), VAL(0:2) 
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COMMON /COMl/ C,Y,PY,XD,XOMIN,XOMAX,SLITMIN,SLITMAX,F,PF 
1 ACC,PACC,FMIN,FMAX,NX 

COMMON /C0M2/ CP,V AL 
ACC=0.0D0 
PACC=O.ODO 
IF (Y.GE.YMAX-^YOMAX) THEN 

CONVOLVE=0.0D0 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
Y0STEP=2*Y0MAX/DBLE(NY0) 
CALL SPLINE (PTS,AR,CP) 
FMIN=GFNC(Y,YOMIN,PTS,ARVAL,YMAX) 
FMAX=GFNC(Y,YOMAX,PTS,ARVAL,YMAX) 
DO10IYO=l,NYO,l 

YO=YOMIN-í-YOSTEP*DBLEaYO) 
YOH=YO-0.5D0*YOSTEP 
F=GFNC(Y,YO,PTS,ARVAL,YMAX) 
PF=GFNC(Y,YOH,PTS,ARVAL,YMAX) 
ACC=ACC-fF 
PACC=PACC-hPF 

10 CONTINUE 
CONVOLVE=(YOSTEP/6.0D0)*(FMIN-FMAX-h2.0D0*ACC-f4.0D0*PACC) 
RETURN 
END 

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION GFNC (Y,YE,PTS,DVAL,YMAX) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
PARAMETER (N=500) 
PARAMETER (AO1333383.055D0) 
DIMENSION DVAL(0:N), CP(4,0:N), VAL(0:2) 
COMMON /C0M2/ CP, VAL 
IF (DABS(Y-YE).GE.YMAX) THEN 

GFNC=O.ODO 
ELSE 

CALL SPLVAL(DABS(Y-YE),PTS,DVAL,CP,VAL) 
IF (VAL(O).LT.O.ODO) THEN 

WRITE(10,55) DABS(Y-YE),VAL(0) 
55 FORMAT(lX,'GFNC DABS(Y-YE)=',F12.7,' VAL(0)=',F12.7) 

ENDIF 
GFNC=VAL(0)*DEXP(-AO*YE*YE) 

ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 
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DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION AREA 
1 (PTS,VMIN,VMAX,AR,ARVAL,NUM) 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
PARAMETER (N=500) 
DIMENSION AR(2,0:N), ARVAL(0:N), CP(4,0:N), VAL(0:2) 
COMMON /C0M2/ CP,VAL 
ACC=0.0D0 
PACC=0.0D0 
CALL SPLINE (PTS,AR,CP) 
CALL SPLVAL(VMIN,PTS,ARVAL,CP,VAL) 
FMIN=VAL(0) 
CALL SPLVAL(VMAX,PTS,ARVAL,CP,VAL) 
FMAX=V/U.(0) 
STEP=(VMAX-VMIN)/DBLE(NUM) 
DO10I=l,NUM,l 

SF=VMIN-fSTEP*DBLE(I) 
SH=SF-0.5D0*STEP 
CALL SPLVAL(SF,PTS,ARVAL,CP,VAL) 
F=VAL(0) 
CALL SPLVAL(SH,PTS,ARVAL,CP,VAL) 
PF=VAL(0) 
ACC=ACC-hF 
PACC=PACC-HF 

10 CONTINUE 
AREA=(STEP/6.0D0)*a^MIN-FMAX-H2.0D0*ACC-f4.0D0*PACC) 
RETURN 
END 

Code for the Franck-Condon Analysis 

PROGRAM MASS 
C This program calculates the Franck-Condon overlap between a bound state 
C (approximated by a Morse function) and an unbound state (wave-function generated 
C from the dUect integration of the WKB solutions in the classically forbidden region) 
C This is written for a diatomic species. 
C 
C PARAMETER LIST 
C NSTEP - number of steps taken in the integration of WKB 
C PI - usual and customary meanUig 
C ANGTOBOHR - conversion factor between angstroms and bohr 
C AMUE - conversion factor to atomic units of mass 
C EVTOHAR ~ conversion factor between eV and hartree 
C CMTOHAR - conversion factor between wavenumbers and hartree 
C 
C ARRAY LIST 
C RE, RVAL - hold description of unbound curve potential 
C ROOTS - hold value of roots found in subroutine ROOTS 
C C ~ hold coefficients of spline fit 
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C VAL - hold value of function and Ist and 2nd derivatives from a curve fit by 
C subroutine SPLINE 
C F - used in integration, holds derivatives 
C YF ~ holds periodic wave-function values generated by integration 
C YPF - holds periodic values of Ist derivatives of wave-functions generated 
C FCF - holds values of FCF's calculated 
C 
C COMMON BLOCKS 
C COMl - common variables between MASS and DERTV 
C C0M2 ~ common variables between MASS and RESULT 
C 
C LOOP VARL\BLES 
C IDR - varies delta R (offset of unbound curve potential 
C IXM - varies reduced mass value 
C ISTEP - varies step # m VSGEAR (the mtegrator routine) 
C 
C SUBROUTINES CALLED 
C SPLINE - fits curve to cubic spUne, written by Dr. Gellene, not mcluded 
C SPLINX - generates fictitious last pomt based on forcing a zero value 
C for the fu-st derivative at the last R value, written by Dr. Gellene, 
C not included 
C ROOT - fmds roots for curves previously fit by SPLINE, written by 
C Dr. GeUene, not included 
C SPLVAL - remms corresponding value for curve previously fit by SPLINE 
C written by Dr. GeUene, not included 
C VSGEAR - variable step size integrator, written by Dr. GeUene, not included 
C DERIV - caUed by VSGEAR to calculate the fû st derivative of a function 
C RESULT ~ caUed by VSGEAR to manipulate the integration results. 
C 
C FUNCTIONS CALLED 
C MORSE — generates Morse curve from input parameters, written by 
C Dr. GeUene, not included 
C MFNORM - calculated the factor needed to normaUze Morse function, 
C written by Dr. GeUene, not Uicluded 
C 
C VAIUABLE LIST 
C XM1, XM2 - mass of the two atoms involved 
C XMSTART - the startmg value for the mass 
C DELDE - energy difference between tíie asymptotíc Umits of the curves 
C BRE - bound state Re value 
C XKER - kinetíc energy released from predissociation 
C WE - fundamental fiíquency 
C NVIB1 - the vibrational level that detemUnes the weU-depth 
C (based on XKER) 
C NVIB - tiie vibrational level for which tíie FCF is to be calculated 
C DELRSTART, DELRSTOP, DELRSTEP ~ used to determme the variance 
C of the offset of the unbound curve 
C NUMDELR - number of steps m DELR to take 
C ROS - distance behind unbound curve to start WKB integration 
C RSTEP - WKB Uitegration step size 
C H - used by VSGEAR as mtegration step size 
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C DX - difference between XKER and DELDE (energy from NVIB1 to 
C asymptote) 
C DE - well depth 
C ALPHA - Morse spectroscopic parameter 
C L - generate output of YF every L steps 
C NAME ~ name of file where unbound curve data is found 
C NPTS - number of poUits defming tiie unbound curve 
C RMAX - maxUnum R value for unbound curve (after which curve is flat) 
C DELR - offset of unbound curve 
C XM — reduced mass 
C REDMAS - reduced mass 
C EMF - energy of the Morse function 
C E ~ DELDE-EMF 
C RVALE - R value of unbound curve that has energy E 
C ROH - starting R value for WKB mtegration 
C ACC - accumulator of fuU step values for SUnpson's mtegration 
C PACC - accumulator of half step values for SUnpson's mtegration 
C URO - energy of unbound curve ar Ro 
C FMIN - mmUnum functional value (step zero) for SUnpson's integration 
C R - R value during WKB integration 
C RH - half step back from R during WKB mtegration 
C YONE - WKB Uitegral value 
C YTWO - 1 st derivative of WKB Uitegral value 
C RSTART - startUig R for FCF integration 
C RSTOP ~ stopping R for FCF mtegratíon 
C K, A, ASB, CORR - used to energy normalize tíie unbound curve ampUtude 
C V ARLVBLES IN DERIV AND RESULT 
C S, XIMF - Morse parameters 
C XNORM - normaUzation for Morse curve 
C FMIN(123) - zero step value of function for SUnpson's integration 
C ACC(123) - fuU step accumulators for Simpson's mtegration 
C PACC(123) — half step accumulators for SUnpson's mtegration 
C FMAX(123) - fmal step value of function for SUnpson's integration 
C LAST - holds the number of tíie last step saved into YF and YPF 
C ISTFLAG - tells integration to stop 
C 
C 
C ***** INmALIZE PARAMETERS AND VARLVBLES ***** 
C 

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /COMl/ RVAL,C,VAL,REDMAS,E,DELR,NPTS 
COMMON /C0M2/ YPF,YF,FCF,RM,RSTOP,H,RSTART,BRE,DE,EMF, 

1 ALPHA,NVIB,LAST,L 
PARAMETER (NSTEP=1000) 
PARAMETER (PI=3.141592653589793D0) 
PARAMETER (ANGTOBOHR=0.5291772498D0) 
PARAMETER(AMUE=1.6605402D0/9.1093897D-4) 
PARAMETER (EVTOHAR=6.241506419D18/2.293710414D17) 
PARAMETER (CMTOHAR=5.034112530D22/2.293710414D17) 
DOUBLE PRECISION K 
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CHARACTER*8 NAME 
DIMENSIONY(12),YF(3,500),C(4,501),VAL(0:2),RE(2,501),RVAL(501) 
DIMENSIONYPF(500),ROOTS(3),FCF(4) 
OPEN aJNIT=10,FILE='LPTl') 

PRINT *,'Input Ml and M2 in AMU 
READ*,XM1,XM2 
XMSTART=AMUE*XM 1 *XM2/(XM 1 -HXM2) 

PRINT *,'Input delta De in eV 
READ *, DELDE 
DELDE=DELDE/EVTOHAR 

PRINT *,'Input Re in Angstroms 
READ *,BRE 
BRE=BRE/ANGTOBOHR 

PRINT *,'Uiput KER in eV 
READ *,XKER 
XKER=XKER/EVTOHAR 

PRINT *,'Input we in cm-1 
READ *,WE 
WE=WE/CMTOHAR 

PRINT *,'Input the vibrational state ' 
PRINT *,'tíiat defines tíie well depth ' 
READ *,NVIB1 

PRINT *,'Input the vibrational state ' 
PRINT*,'ofinterest 
READ *,NVIB 

PRINT *,'Uiput DELRSTART, DELRSTOP, DELRSTEP ' 
PRINT *,'in bohr 
READ *, DELRSTART,DELRSTOP,DELRSTEP 
NUMDELR=INT(a)ELRSTOP-DELRSTART)/DELRSTEP) 

PRINT *,'Input how far behind repulsive' 
PRINT *,'curve to start in Angstroms ' 
READ *,ROS 
ROS=ROS/ANGTOBOHR 
RSTEP=ROS/DBLE(NSTEP) 

PRINT *,'Input tiie FCF integral step size' 
PRINT *,'in Angstroms 
READ*,H 
H=H/ANGTOBOHR 

DX=XKER-DELDE 
DE=0.5D0*(-DX-fWE*(DBLE(NVIBl)-f0.5D0)-h 
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1 DSQRT(DX*DX-2.0D0*DX*WE*a)BLE(NVIBl)-H0.5D0))) 
ALPHA=WE*DSQRT(XMSTART/(2.0D0*DE)) 

PRINT *,'Print values after how many steps? ' 
READ*,L 

PRINT *,'Input name of unbound state file 
READ (5,1000) NAME 

1000 FORMAT(A8) 
0PENaJNIT=8,FILE='C:\USERS\KSG\'//NAME//'.DAT') 
READ (8,*) NPTS 
DO 20 I=1,NPTS 

READ (8,*) RE(1,I),RE(2,I) 
RVAL(I)=RE(1,I) 

20 CONTINUE 
RE( 1 ,NVYS+1 )=RE( 1 ,NPTS) 
RE(2,NPTS-i-l)=RE(2,NPTS) 
RVALasíPTS-fl)=RVAL(NPTS) 
CALL SPLINX (NPTS-hl,NPTS,RE,C) 
R V ALa^PTS)=RE( 1 ,NPTS) 
RMAX=RVALa í̂PTS) 

WRTTE (10,1020) BRE*ANGTOBOHR,DE*EVTOHAR,WE*CMTOHAR,NVIB 
1020 FORMAT (lX,'For the bound state: Re=',F5.3,' De=',F6.4, 

1 ' we= ',F9.4,' v= ',12) 
WRTTE (10,1030) D'ELDÉ^EVTOHAR^NAME 

1030 FORMAT (lX,'For the two states, Delta De= ',F7.4, 
1 ' Data file for unbound state: ',A10) 

C 
C ***** INITIATE WKB INTEGRATION ***** 
C 

DO 25 IDR=0,NUMDELR,1 
DELR=DELRSTART-hDBLEaDR)*DELRSTEP 
DO30IXM=0,10,l 

XM=XMSTART-HO. lODO* AMUE*DBLE(IXM) 
REDMAS=XM 
RM=XM 
EMF=DE*(1.0D0-ALPHA/DSQRT(2.0D0*XM*DE)* 

1 (DBLE(NVIB)-f0.5D0))**2 
E=DELDE-EMF 

CALL ROOT(E,NPTS-Hl,RVAL,C,ROOTS) 
RVALE=R00TS(1) 
ROH=RVALE-ROS 

ACC=0.0D0 
PACC=O.ODO 
CALL SPLVAL (ROH,NPTS-hl,RVAL,C,VAL) 
URO=VAL(0) 
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FMIN=DSQRTaJRO-E) 
DO40I=l,NSTEP,l 

R=ROH-fDBLE(D*RSTEP 
RH=R-0.5D0*RSTEP 
IF (R.LT.RVALE) THEN 

CALL SPLVAL a^,NPTS-hl,RVAL,C,VAL) 
ACC=ACC-HDSQRT(VAL(0)-E) 

ENDIF 
CALL SPLVAL (RH,NPTS-f 1,RVAL,C,VAL) 
PACC=PACC-fDSQRT(VAL(0)-E) 

40 CONTINUE 
RINT=(RSTEP/6.0D0)*DSQRT(2.0D0*XM)* 

1 (FMIN-f-2.0D0*ACC-f4.0D0*PACC) 
YONE=DEXP(-RINT) 
YTWO=YONE*DSQRT(2.0D0*XM*aJRO-E)) 

C 
C ***** SET UP FOR VSGEAR ***** 
C 

Y(1)=Y0NE 
Y(2)=YTW0 
RSTART=ROH-hDELR 
RSTOP=RMAX-hDELR 
CALL VSGEAR ai,2000000,2,Y,RSTART) 

C 
C ***** ENERGY NORMALIZE THE UNBOUND WAVE-FUNCTION ***** 
C 

K=DSQRT(2.0D0*XM*E) 
A=YF(2,LAST)/DCOSa)ATAN(-YPF(LAST)/(K*YF(2,LAST)))) 
ASB=DSQRT((1.0D0/PD*DSQRT(2.0D0*XM/E)) 
CORR=DABS(ASB/A) 

C 
C ***** OUTPUT RESULTS ***** 
C 
1040 FORMAT(IX) 

WRTTE (10,1050) XM/AMUE,DELR,E*EVTOHAR 
1050 FORMAT (lX,'Mass= ',^12.8,' Delta R= ',F12.5,' E=',F12.5) 

WRITE (10,1060) FCF(l)*CORR,FCF(2)*CORR,FCF(3)*CORR 
1060 FORMAT (lX,'<E/v>=',D12.5,' <E/R/V>=',D12.5, 

1 ' <E/R*R/v>=',D12.5) 
WRITE (10,1040) 

30 CONTINUE 
WRITE(10,1040) 
WRITE(10,1040) 
WRITE(10,1040) 
WRITE(10,1040) 

25 CONTINUE 
END 
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SUBROUTINE DERIV a ,̂Y,X) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON /COMl/ RVAL,C,VAL,XM,E,DELR,NPTS 
DIMENSIONY(12),F(12),C(4,501),VAL(0:2),RVAL(501) 
F(1)=Y(2) 
CALL SPLVAL (X-DELR,NPTS-f 1,RV/^,C,VAL) 
F(2)=2.0D0*XM*(VAL(0)-E)*Y(1) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE RESULT (ISTEP,X,Y,ISTFLAG,NE(^ 
IMPLICrr DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION MORSE,MFNORM 
COMMON /C0M2/ YPF,YF,FCF,XM,RMAX,H,RO,RE,DE,EMF, 

ALPHA NVIB LAST L 
DIMENSIONYF(3,500),Y(12),YPF(500),FCF(4) 
S=DSQRT(2.0D0*XM*EMF)/ALPHA 
IF aSTEP.EQ.O) THEN 

XIMF=2.0D0*DSQRT(2.0D0*XM*DE)*DEXP(-ALPHA*a^O-RE))/ALPHA 
YF(1,0)=RO 
YF(2,0)=Y(1) 
YF(3,0)=MORSE(NVIB,S,XIMF) 
FMIN1=YF(2,0)*YF(3,0) 
FMIN2=YF(2,0)*RO*YF(3,0) 
FMIN3=YF(2,0)*RO*RO*YF(3,0) 
ACC1=0.0D0 
ACC2=0.0D0 
ACC3=0.0D0 
PACC1=0.0D0 
PACC2=0.0D0 
PACC3=0.0D0 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
IF (X LT.RMAX.OR.(X.GE.RMAX.AND.ISTEP/2*2.NE.ISTEP)) THEN 

XIMF=2.0D0*DSQRT(2.0D0*XM*DE)*DEXP(-ALPHA*(X-RE))/ALPHA 
F=MORSE(NVIB,S,XIMF) 
IF aSTEP/2*2.EQ.ISTEP) THEN 

ACC1=ACC1-HF*Y(1) 
ACC2=ACC2-fF*X*Y(l) 
ACC3=ACC3-fF*X*X*Y(l) 

ELSE 
PACC1=PACC1-HF*Y(1) 
PACC2=PACC2-fF*X*Y(l) 
PACC3=PACC3-fF*X*X*Y(l) 

ENDIF 
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IF aSTEP/L*L.EQ.ISTEP) THEN 
LAST=ISTEP/L 
YF(1,LAST)=X 
YF(2,LAST)=Y(1) 
YF(3,LAST)=F 

ENDIF 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
IF (X.GE.RMAX.AND.ISTEP/2*2.EQ.ISTEP) THEN 

ISTFLAG=1 
LAST=LAST-hl 
YF(1,LAST)=X 
YF(2,LAST)=Y(1) 
YPF(LAST)=Y(2) 
XIMF=2.0D0*DSQRT(2.0D0*XM*DE)*DEXP(-ALPHA*(X-RE))/ALPHA 
YF(3,LAST)=M0RSE(NVIB,S,XIMF) 
FM AX1 = YF(2,LAST) * YF(3,LAST) 
FMAX2=YF(2,LAST)*X*YF(3,LAST) 
FMAX3=YF(2,LAST)*X*X*YF(3,LAST) 
XNORM=MFNORM(NVIB,ALPHA,S) 
FCF(1)=(H/6.0D0)*(FMIN1-

FMAX1-h2.0D0* ACC1-f4.0D0*PACC 1)*XN0RM 
FCF(2)=(H/6.0D0)*(FMIN2-

FMAX2-h2.0D0*ACC2-f4.0D0*PACC2)*XNORM 
FCF(3)=(H/6.0D0)*(FMIN3-

FMAX3-H2.0D0*ACC3-f4.0D0*PACC3)*XNORM 
RETURN 

ENDIF 
END 
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